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Masthead appears on page 7.

MadProps
Christel Khalil (Lily)

reveals who brings out
the best in her.

54

48 GoodorBad?
Miles Gaston Villanueva never
knows which side will show up!

Scorching!
Jacquelline MacInnes Wood
(Stefy) is heating up our screens!
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ON THE COVER: THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS’  
Sharon Case (Sharon), photographed by 

Lesley Bohm, makeup by Patti Denney, hair 
by Marlene Mason & George Guzman, 

styling by Tony Lorito/Y&R, Joshua Morrow 
(Nick), photographed by John Paschal/JPI, 

makeup by Marlene Mason, hair by Adriana 
Lucid, styling by Theresa Broadnax/Y&R, 
Steve Burton (Dylan), photographed by 
Charles Bush, hair/makeup by Michelle 

Tabor, styling by Theresa Broadnax/Y&R, 
Justin Hartley (Adam) and Melissa Claire 
Egan (Chelsea), photographed by Sean 

Smith/JPI; and THE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL’s 
Don Diamont (Bill) and Thorsten Kaye 

(Ridge), photographed by Sean Smith/JPI. 

Twofer
Nicole and Zende’s portrayers

have a blast working together!

38
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TheInDepthStory:Overhear-

ing Luca on the phone dis-

cussing Newman’s recent

problems in the oil industry,

Summer questions her

beau. Luca boldly suggests

that they check to make

sure their rigs are operating

correctly, but quickly back-

pedals, saying that he may

have sounded too posses-

sive and that her family

owns the rigs. But was this a

slip of the tongue — or a slip

up, where Luca’s finally re-

vealed his true motivation

for dating Victor’s

granddaughter?

“Everything that

Luca says and

d o e s i s w e l l -

thought-out,” ad-

mits co-headwriter

Tracey Thomson.

“This conversa-

tion is no excep-

tion. He knows

Summer is a com-

passionate person.

When ever yone turned

their backs on Victor, she

stood by his side. The New-

mans closed ranks and Vic-

tor was the odd man out,

much like Luca is now. By

calling attention to that fact,

Luca is effectively drawing

Summer in closer and

strengthening their rela-

tionship — as well as her 

belief in him!”

   That’s not to say that Sum-

mer is oblivious to Luca’s 

darker side. “She has let 

other people’s opinions 

about Luca seep in,” says 

the scribe, “and that makes 

her question his motives. 

However, she is choosing to 

This week on THE YOUNG &
THE RESTLESS, Summer in-
vites Luca to move in with
her! But is living together re-
ally her idea… or is Luca just
letting her think it is?

Luca &
Summer’s
Big Step!

Y&R
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“Do you have a spare room we can use for my tie collection?”

Summer hopes that being Victor’s only 

supporter gets her a boyfriend pass.
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give Luca the benefi t of the

doubt. Despite all the warn-

ings, Summer has fallen for

him… and she wants her

family to be wrong!”

   Ah, but are they wrong

about him? After all, Luca

earned Victor’s animosity

by strong-arming his way

into Newman and even

tried to bring down The

Mustache by teaming up

with Adam. “Luca has

been angling for a spot at

Newman for a while now,

but has met resistance on

every front… at least until

he star ted dating Sum-

mer,” Thomson points out.

   Now that Summer has

upped the ante by inviting

Luca to move in, viewers

may soon learn the truth

about his intentions. “Is

this real love? Or just Lu-

ca’s way of gaining a foot-

hold in the family compa-

ny?” teases Thompson. “It

could be both!”

   Does Luca’s portrayer,

Miles Gaston Villanueva,

think his alter ego is a lov-

er or a user? Turn to the

In Depth Feature on page

48 to fi nd out! 

Summer may be young, but she’s fast becoming an old hand in the
game of love. Unfortunately, her search for Mr. Right has resulted in
her making more than a few wrong decisions! Need proof? Con-
sider her previous romances!

FENMORE: Furious about her mom’s afair with
Ronan, Summer used Fen’s infatuation to manipu-
late him into helping her get dirt on Jamie, the teen
whom Ronan was mentoring. Alas, the scheme
went so horribly awry that Jamie attempted sui-
cide! While Summer eventually made amends to
the lad, her relationship with Fen bit the dust.

KYLE:When Summer was irst crushing on Kyle (then
Hartley Sawyer), he viewed her as too young for his
taste. Yet working together soon had him reciprocat-
ing her feelings, and they planned a romantic tryst in
Chicago. Alas, Nick gave them both a igurative cold
shower when he revealed they were half-siblings!

AUSTIN: Summer was so head over heels in love
with Austin that she joined him on the run after he
kidnapped her aunt, Avery, and shot Paul! Even
though their irst marriage was annulled, Summer
refused to give up and, after Austin was released
from jail, they married again. Sadly, their honey-
moon was cut short when Austin was murdered. But
later discovering that her hubby had cheated on her
with Abby and was digging up dirt on her family for
a documentary sure helped Summer move on!

KYLE,TAKE2:Summer didn’t mourn hubby Austin
too long before she and Kyle (Lachlan Buchanan), dis-
covering they weren’t related after all, rekindled their
lame. They tried a long-distance relationship when
Kyle began working in New York, but it wasn’t long
before handsome Luca caught Summer’s eye. When
Kyle recently returned to town for a visit, he and Sum-
mer oicially called it quits.
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The In Depth Story: When

Kevin bails on Natalie in

order to try helping Mari-

ah out of a jam, the brainy

beauty isn’t initially jeal-

ous, believing the redhead

simply isn’t his type. Yet

when Kevin isn’t quick to

respond to her diss, Nata-

lie point-blank asks if he’s

romantically interested in

his former roomie.

Alas, there’s no easy an-

swer, since Kevin is fi nally 

realizing that he has feel-

ings for both ladies! “Nata-

lie is beautiful, charming, 

smart, and they have tons 

in common,” shares Greg 

Rikaar t (Kevin). “And 

she’s showering Kevin 

with attention… he’s ex-

cited about the prospect of 

a new woman in his life.”

   But then there’s… what-

ever it is he shares with 

Mariah! “Their relation-

ship is hard to define,” 

agrees Rikaart. “Are they 

f r i e n d s ? M o r e t h a n

friends? Therein lies the

rub for Kevin — is he vio-

lating one relationship by

exploring the other?”

The emotional quandary

has Kevin confiding in Mi-

chael , who war ns his

younger brother that he

could be playing a danger-

ous game! “Kevin is not a

player!” laughs Rikaart.

“It’s just dumb luck that

he’s in this situation. But 

he’s not trying to manipu-

late anybody. And he really 

didn’t do anything to insti-

gate this triangle other 

than be true to himself, 

which at different times 

has meant expressing in-

terest in Natalie, and also 

in Mariah… which cre-

ates friction!”

   Rikaart admits that he’s 

delighted by the love tri-

angle. “Someone once 

asked me what I’d like to 

see for Kevin, and I stat-

ed that since we don’t

have any gay characters 

on Y&R, I thought it would 

be an interesting path for 

Kevin,” he notes. “But 

here we are. I’m one of the 

very few gay actors that I 

can think of who has two 

women fighting over my 

character! I hope they 

drag this story out!”

This week on THE YOUNG & THE REST-
LESS, Kevin finds himself torn be-
tween Mariah and Natalie… which
means someone’s going to get hurt! 

Who Will 
Kevin Choose?
Y&R

Being the center of a love triangle was the last 

storyline Kevin’s portrayer ever expected to be playing!
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Collins (right) made her 

family matters oi  cial, 

while Clifton joined the 

ranks of parenthood.

s



The In Depth Story: In pre-

senting Thomas with a

once-in-a-lifetime career

opportunity at Forrester

Creations International,

Ridge may have seen the

promotion as a goodwill

gesture representing his

desire to rebuild their rela-

tionship. Thomas, howev-

er, views it as something

else entirely: a none-too-

subtle gambit to buy his

full cooperation and get

him far, far away!

Ridge’s
Biggest
Nightmare!

Caroline is dismayed to

discover that Thomas

wants no part of Ridge’s

latest offer if it means be-

ing shut out of Douglas’

life. And when Ridge finds

out how Thomas feels, he

wastes no time in laying

down the law with his son.

To his surprise, Thomas

refuses to back down!

Pierson Fodé (Thomas)

says his alter ego has giv-

en a lot of thought to his

role in Douglas’ life now

that he knows the truth.

“He’s stuck in this very

tough position,” muses the

actor. “In order to have the

love and affection he’s al-

ways wanted from his fa-

ther, he has to give up his

son. But if he chooses his

son, he has to give up his

father. It’s one or the oth-

er, and there’s no compro-

mise with that.”

The dilemma may be a

difficult one, but Fodé says

it is also bringing out a lot

of strength in his charac-

ter. “I think we’re going to

see Thomas ‘man up,’” he

predicts, “but we may see

some of his darker side

come out in the process.”

This week on THE BOLD & THE
BEAUTIFUL, Thomas seems to
be changing his mind about
playing uncle to his own son.
But is he really willing to ex-
pose the truth about Doug-
las? And at what cost?

“I don’t care if you build me a l at inside the Eif el Tower,” 

Thomas angrily informed his father. “I’m not going.”
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A Baby And A Bride!
Two days after Jessica Collins (ex-Avery, Y&R) 
took home her Daytime Emmy, she continued 
the celebration by tying the knot with her pro-

ducer beau, Mi-
chael  Cooney! 
The couple mar-
ried on May 4, 
with their infant 
daughter, Kate, 
and his two chil-
dren,  Spencer 

and Oliver, standing by their sides. “Just when I 
thought the week couldn’t get any better,” Collins 
captioned a photo of their wedding bands and 
her bridal bouquet, sharing her happy news.
   Meanwhile, Scott Clifton (Liam, B&B) is a 
new dad! The Emmy winner’s wife, Nicole, de-
livered son Ford Robert on May 6. “7 lbs., 3 
oz.,” Clifton captioned a sweet shot of his little 
one on Instagram. “Quiet, curious and beauti-
ful like his mother.”
   Congratulations to both families!

Y&R

B&B

B&B



The In Depth Story: Although 

fans cheered when Jason 

ran to Alexis’ house, told 

Sam he remembered ev-

erything — including their 

love — and pulled her in for 

a kiss, that happening 

wasn’t always a foregone 

conclusion. In fact, head-

writers Shelly Altman and

Jean Passanante seriously

considered letting Jason

spend the rest of his life

without ever reclaiming his

memories of the past!

“When we first

came back to the

show,” reflects

Altman, “ that

was something

we really needed

to talk seriously

about. Even with the recov-

ery of the old memories,

Jason has lived a new life

over the past few years.

First, he spent time as Jake,

and then he knew his name,

but wasn’t really any closer

to knowing who he was. He

WhileGENERALHOSPITAL’sJason

inally has his memories back,
that wasn’t always necessarily 
the plan! Here’s how things might 
have been dif erent… 

The Jason Story You Never Saw!

lived a new life and formed

different relationships —

some of them with the

same people he’d had rela-

tionships with in

the past.”

“But in our

heads ,” says

Passanante, “it’s

very clear that

just remember-

ing wasn’t going to make

him the man he was. He has

to be the man he was plus

the man he has become!”

The scribes knew, how-

ever, that if they didn’t give

Jason back his memories,

things could go in a whole

new direction. “There was 

a temptation to say, ‘Let’s 

just create this new char-

acter,’” admits Altman. 

“But that wasn’t really fair, 

or even honest.”

In the end, the writers felt 

that a case of permanent 

amnesia would essentially 

rob Jason of his essence. 

“He was somebody with a 

very rich history that we 

felt needed to come out,” 

concludes Passanante. 

“And as a result of regain-

ing his memories, he will 

recall key relationships in 

his life that he will under-

stand a lot better now!”

A
B
C

“Are you positive that we never lived in Genoa City?” 

6   J U N E  1 3 ,  2 0 1 6 

“There was a 
temptation 

to just create 
this new 

character!”

GH
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The In Depth Story: They 

say there’s no such thing 

as a free lunch, and living 

at Aunt Simone’s com-

mune means pulling your 

own weight. So to prove 

himself to Jade, Joey takes 

desperate  act ion that 

could land him in hot wa-

ter with the police! 

   Meanwhile, a worried 

Patch — fearful that the 

situation will get out of 

hand — does what he can 

in the hopes of locating his 

missing son. Meanwhile, a 

frightened and ailing Kayla 

is in need of comfort… and 

Fynn just happens to be 

there, with a strong shoul-

der for her to lean on. But 

just how much closer are 

these two going to get?

   No longer willing to sit 

back and let others deal 

with her family’s unravel-

ing, Kayla makes a decision 

which could wind up put-

ting her at risk. As she 

turns to someone for a fa-

vor, it appears that Joey 

might be heading down a 

path that will lead him to a 

place from which even his 

parents won’t be able to 

bring him back!

Kayla’s Set On
Finding Her Son!
Even as Kayla’s health continues to deteriorate this week on 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES, she will go to extreme lengths to ind Joey 
and bring him home! But can she survive the trip?
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“Yes, it will be a few hours before I come to check on you again,” 

says Fynn. “Why do you ask?”



utut

Not necessarily. The good news is

hoots scenes out of sequence and

o an actor’s real-life absence is not

y noticed on-screen. Plus, Y&R of-

ommodates its stars’ desires to

h out into primetime, and worked

Hartley to allow him to shoot the

t in New York. However, whether

soap and the new series could co-

inate schedules with Hartley as a

y player on both shows remains a

ge question mark.

Another factor that might allow

artley — and Adam — to stick

ound is the fact that the actor’s

w primetime gig is an ensemble

ow with a fairly large cast. This

ould potentially make scheduling

sier than it would had he landed a

ries such as DEXTER, where the

ain character was featured in vir-

lly every scene.

In the long run, Hartley’s

future with Y&R may hinge

on the ratings THIS IS US

imetime Pull 
ey Away?
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It’s oi  cial: THIS IS US, the pilot that Justin Hartley 
(Adam, THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS) shot for NBC back 

in February, will go to series this fall. The big question now is what this 
means where Hartley’s future in Genoa City is concerned! Will Adam wind 

up having to leave the canvas yet again? 

Y&R

Hartley was able to briel y reprise his role on 

MISTRESSES last season without impacting Y&R.

8   J U N E  1 3 ,  2 0 1 6 



tsts The latest comings and goings — and how they will 
change your shows!
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receives, since many new 

series fail to earn renewals. 

(In fact, executive producer 

Dan Fogelman had two oth-

er shows, FOX’s sitcom

GRANDFATHERED and

ABC’s musical comedy

GALAVANT, get axed the

same week THIS IS US was

picked up.)

   The hour-long drama fol-

lows the lives of various

people who share the same 

birthday and are facing ma-

jor life changes as they all

turn 36. In addition to Hart-

ley — who plays Kevin, an 

actor who has grown bored 

with his bachelor lifestyle

— the cast includes Mandy

Moore, Milo Ventimiglia, 

Chrissy Metz and Sterling 

K. Brown. Production is ex-

pected to begin in early 

summer. 

   As Hartley takes on his 

new role, will Chelsea bid 

Adam adieu? At press time, 

the actor’s only comment 

regarding the new gig was 

re-tweeting NBC’s promo 

for the show, confessing 

that he is “so excited for 

you all to see THIS IS US. 

Laugh and cry with us.” 

For now, Y&R remains 

tight-lipped about his fu-

ture, with a rep reminding, 

“We don’t comment on the 

contract status of the cast.”

(Turn the page for 
more Ins & Outs!)

On US, Chrissy Metz’ Kate struggles with an eating addiction, 

while Hartley’s Kevin longs to be more than just a playboy. 
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CROSSINGOVER
It would be a tough road to travel, but Justin Hartley wouldn’t be the 
irst actor who stayed on Y&R while doing primetime. Consider:

BILLY MILLER EXBILLY; NOW GENERAL 

HOSPITAL’S JASON: On The CW, Miller re-
curred as very bad guy Charlie Young on the short-
lived series RINGER.

VICTORIA ROWELL EXDRU: 
By day, Rowell portrayed Neil’s feisty first wife, 
Drucilla, but at night she played crime-solving 
doctor Amanda Bentley-Livingston on CBS’ DIAG-
NOSIS MURDER.

GREG RIKAART KEVIN: Rikaart hopped over 
to TNT’s MAJOR CRIMES for a multi-episode stint 
as legal shark Bobby Monroe.

HUNTER KING SUMMER: Her 
Y&R character may often be in tears, 

but King likes to tickle the funny bone with her 
character Clementine on the recently-renewed 
CBS sitcom LIFE IN PIECES.



&Outss&Outs
(continued)

All the latest comings 
and goings!
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No Primetime For Pernas!

Hello, Dolly — Redux!

Parton says she was blown away

by the 8-year-old’s powerhouse 

performance in Coat.

Following the

phenomenal

success of Dolly Parton’s

Coat Of Many Colors on

NBC, Y&R’s Alyvia Alyn

Lind (Faith) will reprise

her role of the young sing-

er in the upcoming sequel,

Dolly Parton’s Christmas

Of Many Colors: Circle Of

Love. Scheduled to air this

holiday season on NBC,

the television movie will

tell another chapter in the

tale of the legendary coun-

tr y singer’s childhood, 

this one set at Christmas-

Much ado was made about whether 

Y&R would continue to use Sofia Per-

nas (Marisa) after she’d landed a plum role on The 

CW horror pilot, TRANSYLVANIA, immediately after 

being bumped to recurring status by the sudser. As it 

turns out, the fuss was all for nothing since the poten-

tial series was not picked up for the fall schedule. 

Does that mean we’ll see more of Noah’s fiancée? 

“Y&R has been really good about saying that Marisa 

is not gone,” insists the actress. “You’ll be seeing her.”

   Whatever happens, Pernas says that she doesn’t re-

gret tackling the role on TRANSYLVANIA, which 

gave her the opportunity to meet with Y&R fans in 

Toronto. “There’s such a huge fan base there!” she 

tells Soaps In Depth. “It was so awesome. [Filming] 

was a whirlwind, but they were so welcoming!”
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Pernas won’t be relocating to 

TRANSYLVANIA after all.

time as an unexpected

blizzard threatens the

Parton family’s livelihood.

Meanwhile, Dolly’s dad fi-

nally has enough money

to buy his loving wife the 

wedding ring he could 

never afford to give her, 

and Dolly’s talent begins 

attracting attention.

   Since Lind is a recurring 

player with Y&R, it’s likely 

that the soap will — as it 

has before — work around 

her schedule as required 

by the movie shoot.

Y&R cont’d
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In Depth 

r e c e n t l y 

caught up with THE BOLD 

& THE BEAUTIFUL’s 

Ashleigh Brewer (Ivy), 

and we had to ask: Where 

the heck have she and her 

character been? After 

dropping off the canvas in 

early January, Brewer ap-

peared mid-March in a sin-

gle episode, where it was 

established that Ivy had 

been traveling with her fa-

ther, John. “It’s all very 

nebulous, but right now, 

she’s having a great holi-

day, wherever she is, so 

good for her,” Brewer says, 

adding that she went back 

to her native Australia for 

an extended stay in the in-

terim. “But I’m back in L.A. 

now,” she reports, “so we’ll 

see what happens.”

   As of mid-May, Brewer 

was still featured in B&B’s 

opening credits, and the 

actress seemed confident 

that fans would be seeing 

more Ivy. “Oh, yeah, she’ll 

be around,” she promises. 

“She’ll be coming back!” 

Considering the two eligi-

ble Spencer brothers are 

currently duking it out 

over who gets to be with 

Steffy, there’d be no better 

time for Ivy to hustle back 

to L.A. to help balance out 

the romantic equation!

Where Is Ivy?
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Perhaps Ivy can help mend 

Liam’s broken heart. Again.

Bjorlin is a new mom!

After popping in 

and out of Salem 

for short visits in recent 

y e a r s ,  N a d i a  B j o r l i n 

br ings Chloe back to 

DAYS OF OUR LIVES for 

an extended run starting 

Wednesday, June 8. But 

there’s a hitch: The ac-

tress is currently taking 

time off! The fan favorite’s 

return was announced 

back in December, just a 

few weeks after Bjorlin re-

vealed that she was ex-

pecting her first child with 

husband Grant Turnbull. 

At the time, DAYS was tap-

ing nearly six months in 

advance, so Bjorlin start-

ed back at work, began 

maternity leave in mid-

April, and gave bir th to 

son Torin Mathias on May 

4 — all before Chloe even 

set foot back in Salem!

Why Chloe Will Go Missing!

B&B

DAYS



SetYourDSetYourD
Is Sasha 

Really Pregnant?
Cornered by Nicole and Maya regarding 

her pregnancy claim, Sasha refuses to 

give her sisters the information they are 

asking for on Monday, May 30. On 

Tuesday, May 31, a remorseful Sasha 

begs Nicole not to shut her out. Where 

does Zende fit into the on-going trouble 

between the women in his life? 

Vivienne’s Big
Decision!
Julius calls a family meeting on Wednes-

day, June 1, and makes the surprising 

decision to include Sasha. Vivienne is 

faced with a tough choice on Thursday, 

June 2, and it is one she knows could ei-

ther unite or destroy her family.

Bill Gets Ammo!
Intent on taking over Forrester Creations as 

a way of protecting his investment in the 

company, Bill obtains ammunition-worthy 

gossip about Ridge on Thursday, June 2. 

Against his better judgment, the cutthroat 

publishing tycoon promises Katie that he’ll 

keep quiet about what he’s learned on Fri-

day, June 3. But will the dirt prove too 

good not to use to his advantage? 

B&B
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THURSDAY

JUNE 2

FRIDAY

JUNE 3

TUESDAY

MAY 30



Dates are subject to chang

Yet More Bad 
News For Stitch! 
With his reputation and freedom 

on the line, how far will Adam 

go in order to try and clear his 

name on Monday, May 30?

That same day, Sharon can’t 

stop fretting about Nick’s 

growing bond with Sully. 

(For more on that tale, 

turn to the In Depth Cov-

er Story, page 24!) Mari-

ah does her best to keep 

her lip zipped on Tues-

day,  May 31,  while 

nemesis Snowfl ake (aka 

Summer) spends that 

day drawing a line in 

the sand to see if Luca 

will cross it! There’s 

only one spotlight, but 

Hilary and Jill both want 

to be in it on Wednesday, 

June 1. Sounds to us like 

there might be a catfi ght brew-

ing! On a more somber note, 

Phyllis makes a decision about her

marriage on Thursday, June 2,

while that same day fi nds Stitch

and Abby receiving disturb-

ing news about Max! Have 

things gotten even worse 

for the troubled boy?

Will Stitch be

able to help
his son?
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DVRS rDVR
As Sonny does something 

that might very well catch 

someone off guard on Tuesday, 

May 31, the local police will be 

kept busy with a new investiga-

tion! Hayden and Spencer share a 

close moment on Wednesday, 

June 1, unaware of who is watch-

ing… or how it impacts that per-

son. Nathan decides that Thurs-

day, June 2, is the day on which 

he should tell Maxie everything.

But he’s said that before. Will he

really confess this time around?

Wonder how Lucy will feel if she finds

out that Kevin is getting closer to Lau-

ra on Friday, June 3. We also wonder
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With DAYS OF OUR LIVES

being pre-empted three out

of five days, it’s a short week in Salem.

But they are going to pack a whole lot of

drama into those two re-

maining days! Things kick

off with Adriana making a

mysterious phone call on

Tuesday, May 31. Who is

on the other end, and why is

she suggesting they come

to Salem? That same day,

Chad is overcome with emo-

tions when Abigail makes it

clear she doesn’t want him

coming to visit her again.

Then on Wednesday, June

1, Dario finds himself being

taken into Nicole’s confi-

just how close they are going to get! 

And when someone unexpected 

swings by Wyndemere that same day, 

are they there to see Hayden… or Liz?

GH

dence. But it is Deimos the blonde lat-

er winds up kissing. Something tells us 

Kate, who witnesses the buss, is not 

going to be pleased! 
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Available for purchase with coupon 
in fi ne stores everywhere or online at:

www.appliednutrition.com
Enter Coupon Code: 012296

Get the Results You 

Want in Just 2 Weeks!

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. This product
is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

What if it’s not just excess fat making those jeans feel so

tight? What if the belly bulge and bloating was something

you could literally flush away — in just days — leaving 

you feeling lighter, slimmer and more comfortable?
 

Given today’s diet of low-fi ber and over-processed foods, 

your digestive system may be sluggish and backed-up 

– clogged with pounds of waste that can keep you from

looking and feeling your best. 14-Day Acai Berry Cleanse®

can help flush those needless pounds away in just two 

weeks!

�

Consumer: Redeemable at retail locations only. Not valid for online or mail order purchases. Retailer:
Irwin Naturals will reimburse you for the face value plus 8 (cents) handling provided it is redeemed by
a consumer at the time of purchase on the brand specified. Coupons not properly redeemed will be void
and held. Reproduction by any party by any means is expressly prohibited. Any other use constitutes 
fraud. Irwin Naturals reserves the right to deny reimbursement (due to misredemption activity) and/
or request proof of purchase for coupon(s) submitted. Mail to: CMS Dept. 10363, Irwin Naturals, 1 Faw-
cett Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840. Cash value: .001 (cents). Void where taxed or restricted. ONE COUPON PER 
PURCHASE. Not valid for mail order/websites.  Retail only.

EXPIRES 09/30/16 MANUFACTURERS COUPON

SAVE $2
14-DAY ACAI BERRY CLEANSE



Your favorite stars caught in the act!

GIFTED
This year’s Daytime Emmy 
gifting suite had plenty to 
of er the stars!

While THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS’ Hunter King 

(Summer) loved the glam dress she donned for 

the actual awards, this more casual look worked 

perfectly when it came time to pick up a few 

accessories in the gift lounge!

 “We’ve known each other for years,” THE BOLD & THE 

BEAUTIFUL’s Obba Babatundé (Julius) said of his 

TV-wife, Anna Maria Horsford (Vivienne). “But this is 

the i rst time we’ve gotten to work together.” He went 

on to say that sharing this amazing experience with 

her has been “a joy.” 
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In case you were wondering,

Pierson Fodé (Thomas, B&B) is 

holding a bottle of Trending 

Wine’s #Bromance. We just 

hope it didn’t end up being a 

bad #Bromance!

Don’t worry, Mishael 

Morgan (Hilary, Y&R), 

we’re sure that little 

Niam will grow into 

hose shades!

Between lunching with her 

fellow leading lady 

nominees, presenting at the 

Creative Arts Emmys and 

checking out the gifting suite, 

how did Tracey E. Bregman 

(Lauren, Y&R) keep so calm 

during the action-packed 

week? “I was going to work 

out,” she shared, “but then I 

decided that maybe I should 

meditate instead!”
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Your favorite stars caught in the act!

Supporting Actor nominee

Bryton James (Devon, Y&R)

was cool as a cucumber at

the suite with girlfriend Ster-

ling Victorian. Mostly. “I’m

anxious,”he said, “because

I’m competitive and I want

to win. Most of the time, I

don’t get nervous.”

Y&R s Tristan Rogers (Colin) picked

up this snazzy capoSanti watch. Why

do we suspect his alter ego would

rush right out and pawn it?

GIFTED

It’s never too late for a shave and a 

haircut! Wonder if B&B’s Reign Edwards 

(Nicole) had any style tips to share her 

handsome TV dad, Babatundé?

(continued)
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*Plus a total of $9.98 shipping and service. Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery after we receive your initial deposit. All sales subject to
product availability and order acceptance.

YES. Please reserve the “Ultimate Disney 
Classic Charm Bracelet” for me as described in this 

announcement. LIMITED TIME OFFER

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION SEND NO MONEY NOW

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City                                     State             Zip

E-Mail (Optional)

 01-03112-001-E74101

www.bradfordexchange.com/disney

Since 1928, Disney has entertained us with
delightful stories and captivating characters.
These classics still touch our hearts, and now you
can relive the magic with our “Ultimate Disney
Classic Charm Bracelet.”

37 Hand-crafted Character Charms
Our keepsake bracelet features 37 fully sculpted
and brightly colored charms that faithfully cap-
ture the beloved original animation art of Disney
artists. The 24K gold-plated bracelet adjusts
to 8". Comes with a special hallmark tag (in
the shape of Mickey Mouse ears), a Bradford

Exchange Certificate of Authenticity, and cus-
tom case. A superb value at $199*, you can 
pay for it in 5 easy monthly installments of $39.80 
each, backed by our 120-day guarantee. To reserve 
yours, send no money now; just mail coupon 
below. But hurry... especially if you want this 
bracelet for a upcoming special occasion, as hand-
crafting will limit availability!

Mickey Mouse Minnie Mouse

©Disney.  Based on the “Winnie the Pooh” works, 
by A.A. Milne and E.H. Shepard.

©2016 The Bradford Exchange All rights reserved 
01-03112-001-DIM1 

CHARM BRACELET

ULTIMATE

Disney Classic



Your favorite stars caught in the act!

GIFTED
(continued)

 DAYS OF OUR LIVES’ Mary Beth Evans 

(Kayla; Sierra, AS THE WORLD TURNS) 

showed of  the one-of-a-kind Kate Mesta 

dog tag necklace she picked up before going 

on to add something a tad heftier to her 

haul in the form of a pair of Emmys!

“I couldn’t be accompanied by a more handsome

date,” Jacob Young (Rick, B&B) said on Twitter of his son,

Luke. “Love this boy!” And we love the bow ties!

Believe it or not, Y&R’s Kate Linder did not visit the gifting

suite in Esther’s former maid uniform! She just happened

to ind an apron to make her feel a little more at home.
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THE

PURCHASE

OF A NEW

ACORN

STAIRLIFT!

MENTION THIS AD FOR

The WORLD LEADER
in stairlifts

The MOST TRUSTED name 
in the industry

BUY DIRECT from the 
manufacturer and SAVE

A+ Rating with the
Better Business Bureau

*Not valid on previous purchases. Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid on refurbished 
models. Only valid towards purchase of a NEW Acorn Stairlift directly from the manufacturer. $250 discount 
will be applied to new orders. Please mention this ad when calling.

Do you or a loved one
STRUGGLE on the stairs?

AcornStairlifts.com

We have the AFFORDABLE solution!

CALL NOW FOR YOUR FREE INFORMATION KIT AND DVD!

1-866-380-2293

The only stairlift to earn the
Ease of Use Commendation 
from the Arthritis Foundation.



Your favorite stars caught in the act!

GIFTED

GENERAL HOSPITAL’s Laura

Wright (Carly; Cassie, GUIDING 

LIGHT) was shown some Jodi 

Bombardier Jewelry by the 

eweler’s son, Luke. And the 

eather work seemed to be quite 

a hit, with DAYS’ Martha Madison 

Belle) and Brandon Beemer 

Shawn; ex-Owen, B&B) showing 

of  their own bracelets!

22 J U N E 1 3 , 2 0 1 6

Kassie DePaiva (Chelsea, GL; ex-Eve, DAYS) was thrilled to

see her former Salem sis, Jen Lilley (Theresa)!

(continued)



ANNUAL

Vincent Irizarry (Deimos,

DAYS; ex-David, Y&R; Lujack, 

GL) and his girlfriend, 

costume designer Donna 

Petracca, looked fantastic in 

basic black as they stopped 

by to check out the goodies 

in the gifting suite!

For Brian Gaskill (ex-Ozzy, 

B&B; Dylan, GL), the only 

hing better than his 

urrent Web series, THE 

BAY, doing so well during 

Emmy weekend was 

haring the experience 

with his daughter, 

Alabama!

Thanks to his fantastic work 

in the popular Web soap 

EASTSIDERS, Van Hansis 

(Luke, ATWT) received a 

nomination for Outstanding 

Actor In A Digital Daytime 

Drama Series… and access 

to the available swag!
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his week on THE YOUNG & THE

RESTLESS, Sharon is feeling

pressure cooker ready to exp

when it comes to the truth abo

Sully. And when Nick stops by, one

innocent look… one offhanded

comment may be all that it takes

to set her off!

OutOfTheMouths

Of Babes…

As the week begins, Faith is

positively giddy when Nick ar-

rives to whisk her away to her school s

father/daughter dance. While Nick

struggles to put on a happy face — and

actually has Faith, Sharon and Mariah

laughing when he shows off some of his

more quirky dance moves — the mood

takes an unexpected downward turn

when Faith guilelessly suggests her dad

come upstairs to see Sully.

“Nick’s not in a great place,” admits his

portrayer, Joshua Morrow. “He’s still re-

ally lonely and really confused about how

these tragedies can keep happening to

him. He doesn t have the usual Nick

spunk that he walks around with, smiling

all the time. He really is dealing with

[Sage’s death] one day at a time and

struggling to figure out how to be around

other people without ruining everybody

else’s life. He’s trying to put on a good

face for everybody, and certainly for

Faith… it’s slow and painful, and he’s try-

ing, but it’s difficult!”

Recognizing her ex’s pain, Sharon at-

tempts to distract her daughter, but Faith

insists on showing off the funny cowlick

that Sully has developed. Of course,

when Nick responds by telling Faith that

cowlicks are an inherited trait, he unwit-

tingly sends Sharon into

TOTELL

preview
(continues)
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“Nick, remember 

that time I married 

your dad? This 

might be worse… ” 

TheYoung&TheRestless

cover
story
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Will Sharon’s secret 
destroy Nick and Dylan?
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shock! “At first Sharon suggested

Nick be around Sully because she

felt guilty, and she at least wanted

him to be around his son and

watch him grow up if she wasn’t 

going to tell the truth,” explains 

Sharon Case, who plays the blonde 

stunner. “But with the cowlick, 

Sharon really star ts worr ying 

about the similarities between Sul-

ly and Nick!

“As Sully grows up, he’s going to 

look more like Nick and have all 

kinds of similarities to Nick, and 

not Sharon,” continues the Emmy win-

ner. “That suddenly occurs to her and it’s 

another enormous problem! So all of a 

sudden, Sharon thinks it’s a bad idea for 

him to spend more time with Sully!”

Secret Storm!

For his part, Nick is too absorbed in his 

own pain to see the panic in his former 

wife’s eyes. “He’s not paying attention to 

what Sharon is doing at all,” previews 

Morrow. “He’s trying to deal with his 

own grief in his own way, and I don’t 

think anyone’s behavior is really a high 

priority for him at this point!”

   While the hunk is drowning in his sor-

row, Sharon is consumed by her secret 

and believes every word Nick speaks — 

like his reference to the cowlick — is re-

ally a sly taunt which reveals he actually 

knows the truth about Sully! “Whenever 

you feel guilty, you feel that since you 

know [the truth], everyone else must 

know the truth!” laughs Case. “That’s 

At this exact 

moment, Mariah 

realized her 

biggest fear was

growing up to be

just like Sharon!

Below: The more

Nick talked

about Sully’s

cowlick, the

more Sharon

considered

having her son’s

head shaved.
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how people give themselves away!”

 Thankfully — for Sharon, that is — 

Mariah is on hand to calm down her 

mother’s paranoia. “Mariah has been a 

great confidante to Sharon,” Case ac-

knowledges. “Sharon feels comfortable 

telling Mariah about anything, and 

they’ve been having great mother/

daughter talks.”

   And Case believes her alter ego talking 

to Mariah about the secret might have 

been Sharon’s way of floating a trial bal-

loon of sorts. “It’s kind of good practice 

for Sharon to eventually tell the truth, 

rather than blurt it out to the whole world 

at once. She can at least practice on one 

person first, and see how it goes!”

The Truth Hurts!
Ah, but that’s only if she can survive her 

soul-destroying remorse! “The guilt is 

eating away at her,” concedes Case. “She 

feels really guilty when she’s around 

Nick, and also Dylan. She’s afraid of how 

Dylan will react if the truth comes out. 

Really, Sharon’s decision [to tell the 

truth] will affect everyone!”

   Of course, as fans know, even Sharon 

isn’t privy to the whole truth — that 

Christian is actually Adam’s. “The thing 

that could help save Nick — the truth 

about his son being alive — could actu-

ally hurt him the most,” sighs Morrow. 

“Getting a little piece of Sage back in the 

form of Christian would be life-changing 

for Nick, but little does he know, it’s just 

going to hurt him more if he finds out 

that Christian isn’t his!”

   Still, that particular slice of the truth 

can’t come out until Sharon breaks her 

vow of silence. “It’s going to be a process 

for Sharon to tell the truth,” teases Case. 

“When should she tell the truth — if 

ever? What would be the consequences? 

She’s weighing all that out. But she is 

pushed to the point of blurting it out so 

many times, because that’s just how 

much she’s on edge. Sharon’s teeter-

ing… I’d say that the secret can come 

out at any time!”

Good thing

Faith is so 

darn cute, 

or her Sully-

pushing 

agenda 

would tick 

everyone 

of, big time!
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spending too much time

in the sun can be bad for

your skin, so we’re going

to recommend that this summer, you

spend afternoons tuning in to your favor-

ite daytime dramas. You’ll probably want 

to keep some ice on hand, because THE 

BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL, THE 

YOUNG & THE RESTLESS and DAYS 

OF OUR LIVES will be cranking up the 

heat with sexy shenanigans, dueling divas 

and tantalizing twists! Knowing you’d 

want the scoop, we did a bit of digging to 

fi nd out who’ll be doing what to whom in 

the months ahead. What did we fi nd out? 
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Believe it or not, Phyllis really just came 

over to borrow a book from Billy.

Belle tried to turn away from the 

hotness, but did anyone really 

think that would work?

SIZZLING

SUMME

If you can’t stand the heat
don’t read these spoilers!

PREVIEW!

DAYS

Y&R
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(section continues)
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Bill’s favorite movie? 

Sister Act, obviously!
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Y&R fans will want to crank up their air

conditioners, because the next couple of

months are going to get a whole lot hot-

ter! “Explosive emotions and surprises

will pepper the summer,” promises exec-

utive producer/headwriter Charles Pratt

Jr. “Once again, reveals and family-based

turmoil and romance will jump off the

screen! The return of a family, the birth

of a new one, and a shocking change to

another that no one — and I mean no one

— will see coming!”

Adam Is Cornered!
“Victor has never been more isolated,

more separated from the people he loves

and more determined to put the fractured

mess back together again!” declares

Pratt. Unfortunately, The Mustache’s

schemes often come at a price! “Adam

will be faced with a terrible dilemma, ac-

cusations that he can’t shake… He’ll

know Victor is manipulating his life 

and trying to bring him back into the 

fold, and he will stop at nothing to do it!” 

previews the scribe. “Adam will have the 

choice — to be dragged down into his 

dark places or be allowed the happiness 

he deserves with Connor and Chelsea.  

His choices will alter his life forever!”

Will Hilary Cheat On Devon?
Billy and Phyllis’ affair could destroy ev-

eryone. “Infi delity always comes with a 

price, and when the wrong person gets 

wind of it, their romance and Phyllis’ 

marriage will be in jeopardy,” warns 

Pratt. Meanwhile, Jack may have his 

hands full with another beautiful woman 

— Hilary! “Will she go too far, moving 

too close to titan Jack Abbott? Will her 

naked ambition get the best of her… and 

them?” Eventually, the scribe warns that 

the real question will become, “How 

much can Devon forgive and forget?”

Cane Plays With Fire!
Cane will be back in a seat of power.

Teases Pratt, “Lily loves the new fire

in Cane, but will he go too far?” In

other news, Victoria’s secret life as

Tori will come into conflict with her

“real” life as a Newman. “She will get

pushed from someone unexpected,”

says Pratt. “Victoria’s head will spin

like Billy’s! But this is a family that

needs to be put back together — the

fire of some loves never goes out!”

And when not struggling with his

feelings for both Mariah and Natalie,

Kevin will get caught up in a new

mystery!
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“Mydad ismanipulatingme?” said

Adam. “Colorme shocked!”

(section continues)

The Young & The Restless
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Maybe it was spending all those months in a coma, but 
Y&R’s Hilary isn’t about to spend her summer swinging 
on the porch steps, sipping lemonade. In fact, she’ll be 
cranking up the heat even further in Genoa City’s busi-
ness world, refusing to play second i ddle to anyone! 
“Hilary’s at a time of her life where she is going to do 
what she wants, and no one can tell her that she can’t!” 
declares her portrayer, Mishael Morgan. What will that 
mean for Hilary and Devon’s marriage? “Their relation-
ship isn’t perfect, it’s not all roses. They’re trying to ma-
neuver their way through life and i gure out how to 
have a happy marriage and how to be completely hon-
est with each other — although I don’t know if that’s
really possible!” laughs the beauty. “It’s not like Hilary is
becoming ambitious and is not going to have a rela-
tionship with Devon. It’s about how her ambition will
afect their relationship.”For her part, Morgan loves the
trail her alter ego is blazing. “It’s a lot of fun,” smiles the
actress. “I’ve done a lot of work where I try to under-
stand where Hilary’s coming from so she’s not complete-
ly ruthless. She grew up with an alcoholic mother and a
father who wasn’t around, so she’s always had to take
care of things while trying to better herself. Now she’s at
a stage where she doesn’t have to do anything for any-
one else. She can go after what she wants and make life
what she wants it to be — which can make her seem a
bit villainous. But she feels like this is the time to capital-
ize on every opportunity that comes her way, because
she doesn’t know when she’ll get it again. Everything
right now is lined up for her, so she doesn’t understand
why she wouldn’t use it!”

Mishael Morgan 
(Hilary, Y&R)

HOTSTAR

OF SUMMER
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This summer on B&B, scandal threatens

the House of Forrester when the truth 

about Douglas’ paternity begins to trickle 

out! Executive producer and headwriter 

Bradley Bell serves up details on that 

storyline and others that are sure to make 

you sweat!

Bill Holds All The Cards!
Although Thomas is torn between the 

love he feels for his son and a desire to 

protect his family from public shame, the 

fi nal decision about whether or not Doug-

las’ paternity comes out rests not with 

him, nor with Ridge and Caroline. In-

stead, someone far more dangerous will 

wield the secret like a weapon! “Dollar Bill 

will certainly use it to bring Ridge down 

once and for all,” says Bell, who adds that 

a multitude of characters will soon be 

swept up in this corporate takeover saga. 

Who will stake their claim on Douglas? 

Who will reign as Forrester’s CEO? “It’s 

anyone’s guess!” says Bell.

A Conundrum For Zende!
Zende’s heart now beats stronger for 

Nicole than ever before, but her antipathy 

toward his ex, Sasha, could lead to his 

professional undoing! “Sasha is still in the 

picture, literally, when Ridge presents her 

with a new opportunity at Forrester Cre-

ations,” Bell explains. “Nicole is adamant 

that Zende and Sasha stay away from one 

another — even at work.” In other words, 

for Sasha to realize her career objectives, 

Zende will have to forgo his!

A Wedding Snafu?
Wyatt puts Liam on notice to keep away 

from Steffy, but he’s eventually forced to 

question whether his marriage is even 

valid after something unexpected hap-

pens to Liam. “Dollar Bill and Wyatt visit a 

blast from Bill’s past in search of an-

swers,” previews Bell coyly. Meanwhile, 

Quinn is determined to edge her way 

back into her son’s life. “This, reasonably, 

causes stress to Steffy,” understates the 

scribe. “Wyatt is faced with making a dif-

fi cult decision, one that may change the 

course of his relationships forever.”

A Triangle Twist!
As a troubled Katie continues to 

struggle with her addiction to booze, 

her husband continues to struggle 

with his own addiction… to his beau-

tiful sister-in-law! “Brooke has vowed 

not to hurt her sister again,” Bell re-

minds us. “However, this trio is any-

thing but predictable. Look for a twist

this summer that none of them will

see coming!’
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Ridge tried pretending Bill wasn’t there, 

but it didn’t go particularly well.

(section continues)

The Bold & The Beautiful
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Steffy has spent the better part of 
her adult life competing with other 
females over a guy, but now that the 
shoe (make that stiletto) is on the 
other foot, the Forrester beauty is 
i nding out it’s not necessarily an en-
viable position to be in! “It’s a love 
triangle, but for the i rst time, Stef-
fy’s in the middle,” points out Jac-
queline MacInnes Wood of her char-
acter’s conundrum. “It’s a tough spot 
for her to be in, but it’s really fun for 
me, personally, because I’ve never 
gotten to play a story like this be-
fore.” It’s shaping up to be a cruel, 
cruel summer indeed for Steffy, 
who’s reluctant to hurt her new hub-
by, Wyatt, but unable to shake the 
deeply entrenched emotions she 
feels for his brother, Liam. “She really
doesn’t know what to do,” adds
Wood, who likens her alter ego’s cur-
rent mindset to being in a state of
shock. “She hasn’t really been able
to sit back and absorb what’s hap-
pened at all,” says the actress. “Once
she has that moment, I think she
might kind of explode. There’s a
good chance fans might see that.”

Jacqueline 
MacInnes 
Wood (Stef y)
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This summer on DAYS, Salem’s residents 

are on the move and looking to make a 

difference. But who might get burned in 

the process?

Mixed Doubles
Belle decides that despite having just di-

vorced Shawn, she wants the hunk back! 

But will he even consider giving her yet 

another chance? Meanwhile, with Belle 

out of the picture (again), Philip sets his 

sights on another of his former fl ames: 

Chloe! The duo will join forces in an ef-

fort to launch a major new project. But 

will someone else wind up getting 

burned in the process? And look for a 

shake-up among the younger set when it 

begins to seem as if one woman’s tossed-

aside beau might just be the treasure 

another gal was looking for!

Where’s Abby?
Chad appears to have lost his bride — lit-

erally! Abigail’s gone AWOL from Shady

Hills, leaving everyone scratching their 

heads. Did she simply wander off, or is 

something far more nefarious going on? 

As Chad searches desperately for his 

wife, someone unexpected offers a help-

ing hand. But is this an of fer Chad 

should defi nitely refuse? 

The Claws Come Out!
Sure, Summer’s been given a big chunk 

of Brady’s money… but now, she wants 

the man, too! The wily woman will dig 

deep into her bag of tricks to gain his af-

fections, but she might make an enemy in 

the process. Something tells us Theresa 

will not take kindly to Maggie’s daughter 

setting her sights on Brady!

Eduardo Takes A Stand
It’s put up or shut up time for Eduardo. 

Knowing that he can’t keep his family 

safe, the former assassin will decide to 

take action. But will taking on one fi nal 

mission keep his family out of danger…

or only wind up painting targets on their

collective backs?

Days Of Our Lives
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As if things weren’t tense enough between these three, the waiter 

screwed up their orders. 

(section continues)
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Last summer, a lovelorn Nicole found herself 
in the hot seat when toying with the feelings 
of both Eric and Daniel. Things are about to 
heat up for the scheme queen again, only 
this year, she’s in a triangle with Deimos and 
Kate and none of them is actually in love… 
yet! Might her ef orts to not only steal the 
man’s heart, but also the money he took 
from Victor, come at a heavy personal price? 
“She’s so naughty and so determined,” Ni-
cole’s portrayer, Arianne Zucker, observes. 
“She gets an idea in her head, runs with it, 
and then worries about the repercussions of 
it later.” While Deimos has already proven to 
be ruthless — just ask a paralyzed Maggie! 
— and he claims to be onto Victor’s revenge 
scheme, Nicole thinks her latest mark re-
mains putty in her hands. “Nicole’s used to 
men saying that — they do it to scare you,” 
Zucker explains. “So she’s like, I know you’re 
saying [that you’re not falling for the con], 
but I’m not going to totally believe it.” Kate,
on the other hand, is deinitely no shrinking
violet. Might Deimos’ lover/business partner
prove to be Nicole’s bigger challenge?
“Kate’s a powerhouse!” Zucker acknowledg-
es. “Nicole knows and respects her, and
there are times when they think the same
way, but Kate has more experience in [doing
bad deeds].” Who’ll come out on top in this
wicked story? Only time will tell!

Arianne Zucker 
(Nicole, DAYS)

HOTSTAR

OF SUMMER
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Jack’s quip. “If I
got upset every 
time I heard a 

story about my 
wife slapping a man on 
the face, I wouldn’t have 
much else to do!”

Quinn’s bangs. Nothing
says “I’m a new woman”

like a whole new look!

THE YOUNG &THE YOUNG &
THE RESTLESSTHE RESTLESS
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elingold.
What’s a shule
board?”Natalie
wondered when
omeone sug-

ested she take it 
s a hobby. 

Douglas.Editing trick or
acting savant? The way

that baby smiles sweetly
at the perfect moment in

every scene is perfection!

Lily’stake.Upon hearing
why Neil kept Hilary in the

boathouse, she
snapped,“There isno
version of this story in
which you are the hero!”

Nikki’shonesty.
When Meredith
pointed out that

Nikki stays with Victor
despite everything, the
blonde responded,“I leave
him, from time to time.”
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THE YOUNG & 

THE RESTLESS
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he key to having on-screen chemistry is being comfort-

able with one’s co-star, both on-screen and off. THE BOLD 

& THE BEAUTIFUL’s Reign Edwards (Nicole) and Rome 

n (Zende) have found that sort of easy camaraderie, and they 

e happy to sit down with us to chat about their fi rst kiss, Dis-

and, and what qualifies as “baby food.” 

— Amy Helmes

Feature Interview

BOLD & 
BEAUTIFUL’s 
e Flynn 
de) and 

Reign Edwards 
ole) trade 
er secrets 
their work-

elationship
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because we had to make sure we did it a

certain way.

Edwards: Oh, yeah. The director tells 

you whether they want the kiss to be 

upstage or downstage.

Flynn: I said, “Normally, I would do some-

thing like this… ” and they said, “Well, we 

can’t see you. So do something else.”

In Depth: What was your fi rst impression 
of your co-star?
Edwards: I recognized him from social me-

dia. Someone had forwarded his page to 

me because they thought he was hot. So 

when he walked in the room I thought,

“Well, that’s weird.” But he seemed pretty

cool and pretty chill.

THE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL

38 Feature Interview
Rome Flynn (Zende) and Reign Edwards (Nicole) 
are two of a kind! 

42 Love It/Hate It

44 Up-Close & Personal

46 Word Search
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Soaps In Depth: Nicole and Zende’s fi rst kiss 
… give us the inside scoop.
Reign Edwards: Well, I was actually sick 

that day, so I was scared he was going to 

be freaked out about that. But it worked 

out, and he was super cool about it.

Rome Flynn: It was kind of awkward, 

(continues)
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Guess Nicole liked that i rst kiss, because she 

let Zende have a second… and a third!



Feature Interview continued

Flynn: And I really wasn’t! 

But I could tell that we had 

similar styles and we were 

close in age, so I thought 

that we would probably 

have some chemistry. It 

was very easy to connect 

with her, that way.

In Depth: How do you typi-
cally prepare for your 
scenes together?
Flynn: I think it’s better to

just let it happen on-

screen. We don’t drill it in,

because we know each other, and we

know our dialogue. I think our chemistry

on-screen shines through because we

don’t force it or rehearse too much.

In Depth: Which of you has the better
dressing room?
Edwards: I don’t know, because we don’t

have our own set dressing rooms!
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Flynn: Yeah, we roam around.

In Depth: So where are you two most likely 
to hang out before you go on stage?
Flynn: The [outdoor area at CBS where we 

film] the Forrester Sky Lounge. That’s 

where we play guitar together. 

Edwards: They take the set down, but there 

are still tables and chairs out there where 

you can hang out. So either there, or 

the hair and makeup room.

In Depth: Any inside jokes you’d care 
to share with us?
Edwards:Rome’s going to get mad at 

me for telling you this, but he was 

eating this little pouch of applesauce 

once that is actually marketed for 

babies, and he didn’t realize that. It 

was so funny to me. We were about 

to do a scene and right before they 

yelled action, at the very last minute, 

I said, “baby food!” He couldn’t hold 

in his laughter. We have so many 

funny moments.

Flynn: Well, I have one, too.

Supervising producer Ed Scott ofers Flynn

and Edwards some last-minute thoughts.

A perk of being on B&B? Spending a lot 

of time shooting outside of the set!
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Edwards: (Laughing) No! No! 

Flynn: I always tell her she needs to let 

Nicole be free and let her Afro out. Be-

cause she has naturally curly hair.

In Depth: This seems like a fi ne segue into 
our next question. Anything you give each 
other a hard time about?
Edwards: He always tells me that I’m 12, 

and I always tell him he eats baby food.

Flynn: It was applesauce!

Edwards: But it was baby food applesauce! 

It was in a baby pouch!

In Depth: Anything the world might be sur-
prised to know about your co-star?
Edwards: Rome is actually super-genuine 

and generous and down-to-earth. And 

he’s secretly a dork. He’s one of the 

sweetest people you’ll ever meet.

Flynn: I don’t know how I can top that. 

She’s very genuine and innocent.

In Depth: Rome, we heard Reign took you 
on your fi rst trip to Disneyland. Is that true?
Flynn: Yeah. I’d never been.

Edwards: I was shocked. Like, 

“What the heck?”

Flynn: It was fun. I just hate 

lines, though.

Edwards: That was so funny. He 

just kept saying, “I hate lines!” 

So I said, “Well, let’s go try and 

get a FastPass!”

In Depth: Is your co-star anything 
like their character?
Flynn: I think there are certain 

characteristics that they both 

share. Reign and Nicole are 

both very loving.

Edwards: Rome’s style is way doper out-

side of the show. He’s super fl y. Character-

wise, he’s just as genuine and respectful 

as Zende, but he has an edge to him, too.

In Depth: What’s your favorite thing you’ve 
gotten to fi lm together so far?
Flynn: I like the scenes after I found out 

that Nicole had kissed Thomas. It was 

the fi rst time we got to see real, genuine 

emotion from Zende.

Edwards: Those were good scenes. It was 

fun to get to tease him a little bit. The 

scene [where they danced] on the catwalk 

was fun, too. That was really cute.

In Depth: Speaking of, which of you would 
win a “dance-off ?”
Edwards: Me.

Flynn: She actually dances, so I can’t argue 

with that. I can be in my own element, but 

if you try to give me eight-counts, I couldn’t 

do that!

Nicole’s had the baby, but will Sasha’s 

pregnancy keep her and Zende apart? 



The Avant 
Elders
I love the Avants; 
they are amazing 
characters. The 
actors who play 
Julius and Vivienne 
[Obba Babatundé 
and Anna Maria 
Horsford] are 
wonderful!

Barbara Phares
via Soaps In Depth 

Facebook page

It’s Over, 
Quinn!
Quinn needs to stop
pining for Liam/Adam. That story was
revolting!

Wyattfan
via soapsindepth.com

Zende’s Second Thoughts
I’m happy that Zende is beginning to see
Sasha for the loozy she is. I’m glad he’s
keeping her at arm’s length and beginning
to realize what a catch he had in Nicole.

Romola Ford
via E-mail

Katie’s Curiosity
I’ve been hating Katie’s actions recently. The
drinking was bad enough, but now there’s
the constant tormenting of Ridge. Right or

wrong, I don’t see it as anything she needs
to be involved with. She has issues of her
own to deal with.

Janet Aspinwall Stoltz
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page

Sasha’s Strength
I love Sasha! She is a strong young lady, 
despite all of this negativity from her father.

Jane Jane
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page

Brooke’s Idle Hands (And Bed)
Please give Brooke a man so she can keep 
her nose out of everybody else’s business.

Elma Pieterse
via E-mail
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Sound Of

It
Let the powers that be know how you 
feel about the stories they’re telling

TALK BACK TO SOAPS IN DEPTH:

“Who’s pregnant? This girl. Which 

means I get the last chicken wing!” 
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The Reveal
Thank goodness that
jerk, Julius, is inally
being called to 
account for his secrets 
and lies. It’s fun to 
watch him squirm!

Tara Bigner
via E-mail

The Mismatch
I hate seeing Stef y 
with lying Wyatt. 
Please put her back 
with Liam! 

Pucci20
via soapsindepth.com

Nicole’s 
Loyalty
I love that Nicole stood up for her sister, 
Sasha! I hope that Julius will mend his ways 
and i x things for his entire family!

RudyDonna711
via soapsindepth.com

Stef y’s Fickle Heart
Even if Stef y believed the messages Quinn 
sent on Liam’s phone, why would she marry
someone within weeks? She couldn’t have 
too much love for Liam. While [their 
reunion] on the beach was a bit touching, 
Stef y does not deserve him. 

C. Mikesh
via E-mail

Ridge Is In The Hot Seat
Ridge was an arrogant fool to think he could 
keep the truth about Douglas from Thomas. 
Watching him scramble to do damage 
control feels like karmic justice. 

Jessie T.
Indianapolis, IN

Katie’s “Struggle”
I’m a bit tired of tales of alcoholism. Yes, it’s a 
serious problem, but it’s almost as if THE 
BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL can’t think of 
anything else to do with some characters.

Solomonan
via soapsindepth.com
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Hate It

On-line: polls.cbs.soapsindepth.com    
E-mail: cbsloveithateit@soapsindepth.com, using the show you are writing about as your subject line
Write: CBS Love It/Hate It c/o Soaps In Depth, 270 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Clif s, NJ 07632

“Am I messing with your life because you 

gave me a frigging red ribbon as an 

engagement ring? Possibly!” 
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When THE BOLD & 

T H E  B E A U T I F U L’ s 

Heather Tom (Katie) took 

her 3-year-old son, Zane 

(Will), to Disneyland for 

the fi rst time last year, she 

looked forward to intro-

ducing him to the iconic 

It’s A Small World ride, as-

suming the sweet, slow-

moving boat ride would be 

just the sort of thing he 

would appreciate. Sadly, it 

didn’t exactly turn out that 

way. “It completely freaked 

him out,” shares Tom, add-

ing that in hindsight, may-

be it wasn’t the best choice. 

“I remember being 4 or 5 

and screaming through 

that ride, too! So maybe it’s 

a rite of passage!” Luckily, 

there were plenty of other 

rides in the park that Zane 

enjoyed, like The Mad Tea 

Par ty teacups, Dumbo 

The Flying Elephant and 

Radiator Springs Racers at 

Disney California Adven-

ture. “That ride was amaz-

ing,” Tom raves. “He basi-

cally had a great time with 

everything else. It was a 

super-fun time.”

It was dei nitely a 

“world of fears” for 

Tom’s toddler!

Tunnel
Of Terror
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London was a pretty happenin’ place to

be in the early 1970s, and though Alley

Mills (Pam) was living there at the time to

attend drama school, she got just as much

of an education outside of the classroom

as within. “Everybody wore long dresses

and lace-up boots and was so incredibly

hip and fun,” she recalls. “I hitchhiked ev-

erywhere through-

out Europe. It was

a great time.” Best

of all, Mills got to

see many acting

legends on stage in

London ’s West

End. “At the time,

you could see plays

for free if you were

a student,” she ex-

London Calling

Jacqueline MacInnes Wood (Steffy) likes to

think of herself as an early adopter when it

comes to new technology, but her fi rst experi-

ence owning a drone didn’t last very long. “I 

had a smaller one,” she explains. “It was so tiny, 

in fact, that I fl ew it too far on a windy day and 

ended up losing it. Worst idea ever!” The ac-

tress now has a larger drone, one that’s actually 

designed not to get lost. “It’s the Lily drone, 

which is made to follow you around, so that’s 

easy,” she says. And since the drone’s camera 

films whatever it follows, it’s safe to assume 

there’s some entertaining footage of the lively 

beauty. “I should have it follow me around some 

Saturday night,” she says with a laugh. “Then if 

I’m ever like, ‘What did I do last night?’ I can 

just check out the drone!”
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Gadget Girl

Mills irst met her
husband, Orson 

Bean, while 
attending a play 

reading for her THE 
WONDER YEARS 

hubby, Dan Lauria.

THAT’S A

FACT

Wood ought to keep her 

drone on a leash!

plains. One notable 

p e r f o r m a n c e  w a s 

watching DOWNTON 

A B B E Y ’ s  M a g g i e 

Smith play the title role 

in Henrik Ibsen’s mas-

terful Hedda Gabler, 

which was staged by 

iconic director Ingmar 

Bergman. “I saw it 

seven times — it was

astonishing,” Mills

raves. “I even got to

know the actors over

time, too, because I

was always sitting in the front row. After

curtain call, an actor would say, ‘Hey, 

there you are again!’ Or I’d go backstage 

and say hello. It was very thrilling.” 

Mills got lots of play 

time while living 

across the pond.



Word
Scramble
Unscramble the letters of the i ve words below, one to each square, to 

make some familiar bold and beautiful names.

“You’re a ‘chip’ of the old

block… that’s a clue, kid.”

THE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL

S S M I O M A

Now, unscramble the circled letters to 

reveal the name of the principality where 

Bill’s yacht is often moored in the harbor.

N I Q N U N D O E C A

S M A H T O

E B E P O H

see page 92 foranswer key
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THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS’ Miles
Gaston Villanueva says Luca could
go either way!
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hat a difference a year… er, six 

months makes. When THE 

YOUNG & THE RESTLESS’ 

Luca Santori first sauntered into Genoa 

City, his charming smile hid a ruthless 

streak that rivaled that of Victor Newman 

himself. Not only did Luca reclaim his es-

tranged wife, Marisa, by blackmailing her 

with their daughter’s whereabouts, but he 

slithered into Newman Enterprises as the 

representative of his wealthy, shadowy fa-

ther, who was a godfather-like figure in 

Spain. While Luca is still a smooth opera-

tor, he also appears to be revealing a differ-

ent side these days, now that he’s had his 

ties to his father severed and voluntarily let 

go of his wife so that she could move on 

with his rival, Noah. On occasion he’s even 

slipped into the role of White Knight by 

coming to the defense of lovely Summer!

   “I think Luca has evolved a lot, and contin-

ues to evolve,” insists his portrayer, Miles 

Gaston Villanueva. “The triangle that I was 

in before was a lot more contentious, 

where my character was basically ruining 

the relationship between Marisa and 

Noah. Now it’s like a new life, where Luca 

is softening, gentling. I’m trying to make 

him as human as possible.”

Has Luca Really Changed?
Not everyone is buying the new and im-

proved Luca. “It’s hard being a new charac-

ter when you have those initial impres-

sions,” Villanueva admits with a smile. “I 

came on stirring up trouble. People are so 

polarized by Luca. There are those who are 

totally fi ne with him, and then there are 

those who are like, ‘Who are you, dude? 

What the hell are you doing?’ 

   “But that’s kind of exciting for me,” con-

tinues the actor, “because he’s not a one-

dimensional character. He’s been sticking 

up for Summer, rooting for her, and she’s 

been doing the same for him, which is

huge for him. There was a scene where

he said to her, ‘You’d be

Feature Interview

W

OR

(continues)
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48 Feature Interview
Does Luca really love Summer? Even Miles   

Gaston Villanueva isn’t sure! 

52 Love It/Hate It

54 Up-Close & Personal

56 Blame Game

Birthday: March 14
Taking On Victor: Villanueva con-
fesses that he loves working oppo-
site the legendary Eric Braeden 
(Victor). “It’s so intense,” he relects, 
“because you don’t know what’s 
going to happen!”
Stage Delight: The theater still has a 
special place in the hunk’s heart, since 
he began his journey there while in 
college. “There is such a rush being 
on stage, having that response from 
the audience, that live element!” 
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Feature Interview continued

amazed at how long it’s been [since]

someone has stuck up for me.’ I don’t

think he’s just playing her.

“Everyone in Genoa City is like, ‘He’s a

snake, he’s a peacock,’ which is all true,

but it’s probably true of a lot of Genoa City

residents!” he says with a laugh. “He

doesn’t have the cleanest record in the

world, but with everyone pushing back at

him — hating him either because they

heard rumors about him or from their

own experience with him — someone like

Summer having his back is a really special

thing to him. And he is attracted to her.”

But whether he may be falling in love with

her… well, Villanueva confesses that he’s

in the same boat as fans, who question the 

hunk’s real motivation! “Is he using her? 

Maybe it’s in the back of his mind. Is he 

falling for her? Maybe,” teases the actor. 

“It’s a tug-of-war going on inside of him. 

Luca’s got this ambitious side, but he’s also 

got a romantic and passionate side. We saw 

him as an artist, where he and Summer 

were drawing. That was one of my favorite 

scenes, because it wasn’t about business, it 

wasn’t combative… it was about this won-

derful connection to Summer. You got to see 

something of his past. It was very special.”

It’s Complicated!
Villanueva relishes being able to peel back 

“We have an incredible partner-

ship,” the actor says of his 

girlfriend, Sabina Zuniga. “I’m 

really lucky because she’s such a 

deep, well-rounded artist. We 

support each other!”

Villanueva admits that if he 

could cast the role of Luca’s 

dastardly father, he’d want 

Hector Elizondo to play the 

part! “He did the movie 

Necessary Roughness, which 

I loved! He has this amazing 

energy, which is grounded 

and very penetrating.”
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those layers to reveal hidden depths to his

character — something that he didn’t think

he would be able to do when he first joined

Y&R. “This role was slated for 10 or 15 epi-

sodes, and now we’re approaching 40 or

50! It’s so crazy, but so cool!” he marvels. “I

have to stop myself from writing thank you

notes to everyone. No matter how tired I

am, I want to rehearse my lines ad nause-

am! It’s amazing to me that they keep writ-

ing for me, and wow, there’s even more

complexity and better material for the char-

acter! To have this steady training, to be

able to work with the amazing actors on

Y&R… you just have to pinch yourself!”

                — Julie McElwain

LucamightnotbeMr.NiceGuy,buthe’snotquite
thebadboythatheoncewas!Ofcourse,hispath
towardthe lighthasbeenwell-traveled.Consider
justafewofhis fellowGenoaCitydenizens!

Chelsea: When the beauty ar-
rived in town, shewas a con artist
using her unborn baby to break
up Billy and Victoria. Thankfully,
shechangedhermind, eventually
givingbabyJohnnytohisdadand
Victoria to raise. Perhaps falling in
love with Adam was her reward
fordoing the right thing!

Paul:Thehunksowedquiteafew
wild oats in his youth, which not
only got him a venereal disease
but an out-of-wedlock baby or
two. These days, he’s such a good
guy that he’s actually become the
chiefofpolice!

Michael: It’s hard to believe that
this is the same legal eagle who
once sexually harassed — and
tried to rape— Christine! Appar-
ently, the prison system — and
the love of a good woman like
Lauren — really can help turn a
man’s life around!These days, he’s
consideredoneof thegoodguys!

Phyllis: She’s mellowed quite a
bitover thepast fewyears,but the
redhead (formerly played by Mi-
chelle Staford, who is now GEN-
ERAL HOSPITAL’s Nina) has a past
that includes trying to plow down
Christine and using a baby to steal
Danny away from the blonde! 

CHARACTER
EVOLUTION

Villanuevawould

love to sharemore

scenes with Amelia

Heinle (Victoria).

“She has this

vulnerability and

presence about her

which just draws

you in! I’ve worked

with her a little bit

so far, and it’s such

a treat!”

“Workingwith Hunter [King] has been great,”

says the hunk of Summer’s portrayer. “Her

character really has a softening efect on Luca.”

THEYOUNG&THE RESTLESS
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Sound Of

TALKBACKTO SOAPS IN DEPTH:

Mad Max
I can’t believe that THE YOUNG & THE
RESTLESS took a deeply disturbed boy and
made him a baby killer! Aren’t there enough
disturbing storylines without making a little
boy a killer? I think the depth of Max’s
anger/illness could have been discovered
without such a label being placed on a
disturbed child!

Luanne Luongo
via E-mail

Getting Hot!
Only thing that I’m enjoying right now is
Ashley and Dr. Neville. I hope that they
become a hot couple soon. I love Chelsea
and Adam, but how long before they are
ripped apart? Everything else sucks —
Sage’s death, the death of Abby’s baby
(totally uncalled for!)… and I can’t stand
Summer. Billy is getting on my last nerve!

Merlene Tipton Amoss
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page

Wrongful Death!
I hate, hate, hate that just as Sage found out
that Christian is alive, the show went and
killed her of! I hate that as usual, Sharon
wins! That is not her baby! Give Christian to
Adam and Chelsea so that they can raise
him. And I hate that the show had a little
boy like Max be so evil!

Donna Cleary Sturgis
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page

Rockin’ Rollercoaster!
I have always loved the twists and turns the 
writers come up with on Y&R. It is an 
excellent soap! I was blindsided by Sage’s 
death. Good one! What will happen next? 
Will Sharon lose it? Will she go full-blown 
manic? I really like Travis (played by Michael 
Roark). Go Victoria — start a new beginning! 

Ricarda Carter 
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page

Worst Timing Ever!
Sage didn’t even get one day with her son 
before dying! It’s upsetting to the viewers! 
We were invested in her journey. They could 
have given her more time with him!

Nicole Bachert Sabro 
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page
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“And that’swhy

it’s called a

sucker punch, 

sucker!” 
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On-line: polls.cbs.soapsindepth.com
E-mail: cbs.loveithateit@soapsindepth.com
Write: Love It/Hate It c/o Soaps In Depth, 270 Sylvan Ave, Englewood Clif s, NJ 07632

Adios, Sage!
Sorry, but I never liked Sage.
Maybe with her out of the 
picture, Nick and Sharon will 
reunite!

Anna Farmer 
via E-mail

Shock And 
Disbelief!
Really? Really? You just had to 
kill Sage of ? Now we can 
continue to hate that
deceitful Sharon and watch
the story about Sully/Christian play out for
another year before the truth comes out! I
suppose that’s what keeps viewers watching,
but it would be nice to have a happy ending
just once in a while!

Lisa Wilson
via E-mail

Perfect Home For Victor!
I’m enjoying seeing Victor behind bars,
where he belongs. Those prison blues look
good on him! After all he’s gotten away with
over the years, it’s nice that they inally got
him on something!

Linda Andrews
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page

Oh, Baby!
I hate that they gave Sage’s baby to Sharon. I
hate that they killed Sage of  just when she 

had i nally found out the truth. And I hate 
Max being such an evil child!

Addie Velharticky 
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page

Terrible Twist!
I’m disgusted that they killed Sage. She was 
becoming one of my favorite characters on 
the show. She showed so much strength 
after losing Christian and when she lost 
David. She’s such an inspiration and a strong 
lady. She was an amazing stepmom to Faith. 
All she wanted was to be mother, and she 
i nally had the chance. She would have been 
one of the best moms on this planet. I think 
it stinks that the writers didn’t give her the 
chance to be happy. They desperately need 
some happiness on this show for a change!

Shannon Raedy
via Soaps In Depth Facebook page
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“Sage, I promise to take care of your son.

Oh, and can I take that jacket you’re

wearing? It’s not like you need it!” 

Hate It
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Christel Khalil (Lily) says that her TV 

dad, Kristoff St. John (Neil), was not only 

the fi rst person to show her the ropes of 

working on a soap when she joined THE 

YOUNG & THE RESTLESS at the tender 

age of 14, but he is also the easiest person 

for her to share the screen with. “As soon 

as I look at him, I just want to cry or feel 

whatever I’m supposed to be feeling in 

the scene,” she confesses. “He’s such an 

amazing performer, [because] he’s al-

ways so connected. He’s taught me to be 

a better actor!” While Khalil has learned 

a lot from St. John, she reveals that there 

is one area in which he could use a bit of 

improvement. “He tells the most idiotic 

jokes!” she laughs. “But other than that, 

he’s the most amazing human being!”

Giving Credit

Khalil says her TV 

dad could use a 

new joke book.
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Unlike Victoria, who relishes 

being tied to Newman Enterprises, 

Nick has a tendency to jump in and 

out of the family business. For his 

part, Joshua Morrow (Nick) likes 

it when his alter ego does his own 

thing. “I don’t think he was in the 

bar business to make money!” he 

laughs. “He did it to get away from 

all the drama and negative energy 

around him. But I like that about 

him. I like that 

h e  d i s t a n c e s 

himself from it.”

St i l l , Mor row

says that one of

the best things about

having his character

smack in the middle

of the big business

Man At Work

Two years after her wedding, Melissa Claire 

Egan (Chelsea) is dealing with the question that 

so many young marrieds often have to field. 

“When you’re engaged, the question is, ‘When 

are you getting married?’ But when you’re mar-

ried, it’s ‘When are you going to have kids?’” she 

reveals with a laugh. “Of course, when you have 

one kid, then it’s going to be, ‘When are you hav-

ing another?’” Having a family is definitely on the 

radar for Egan and her hubby, Matt Katrosar, but 

she says that they have no specific timetable in 

mind. “It’s the hardest job in the world, and I really 

respect and acknowledge that,” she smiles. “But 

we just want to enjoy each other, our work and our 

lives together before we expand our family!”

stor ylines is the

chance  to  work 

with more people. 

“There are so many 

amazing actors on 

o u r  s h o w,  a n d 

w h e n  I  w o r k  a t 

Newman  Enter -

p r i s e s ,  I  g e t  t o 

cross paths all the 

time with people 

like Peter [Berg-

m a n , J a c k ]  a n d 

Gina [Tognoni, Phyllis]. I like when 

Nick is doing his own thing, hanging 

out, kind of carefree, but I miss getting 

to work with more people!”
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Just Kid-ding

Morrow loves
challenging 
himself with 

skydiving and 
scuba diving!

THAT’S A

FACT

Morrow likes Nick’s 
independence.

“We just want to enjoy 

ourselves before we make any 

big plans again!” says Egan.
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Marisa is the kind of woman who seems

to incite trouble wherever she goes. But

she’s not the only one with that reputation. 

Did she commit the following sins, or was 

it actually Diane Jenkins, Lori Brooks, or 

Brittany Hodges?

Blame
Can you remember

whodunit? Game
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Diane Lorie Brittany

a. Marisa tried to kill her lover by wrestling the steering wheel from him, 

sending their car plunging into the lake!

b. Marisa dumped her boyfriend in order to manipulate her way into the 

bed of an heir to a family fortune. 

c. Marisa was charged with murder when her mother-in-law framed her 

for murder and then committed suicide!

d. Marisa used her affair with Jack to blackmail him into giving her a top 

modeling job at Jabot!

e. Marisa allowed one suitor to think that she was single when in fact, she

was a married lady!
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see page 92 for answer key
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Send No Money Now!

�YES!  Please accept my order for “Chief 
Runs with Paws” for the low issue price of 
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Feline chief shares his secrets with you.
Wearing his majestic ceremonial

headdress with pride and casting an
all-knowing, green-eyed stare your way, 
“Chief Runs with Paws” is the chosen
guardian of the spirit world ... and the
mysterious secrets held within.

And now, this revered, highly trusted 
tabby pawses for a moment to share his
sacred wisdom with you!

Handcrafted limited edition!
From his etched “feathers” to the

sculpted “fringe” of his tribal garb,

“Chief Runs with Paws” is crafted and 
painted entirely by hand.  

Send for your FREE PREVIEW now!
Limited to 95 casting days, this 

exclusive Hamilton � gurine is 
individually hand-numbered and 
includes a matching, numbered 
Certi� cate of Authenticity. Your 
satisfaction is guaranteed or your 
money back. Order yours today! 

Chief 
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HANDSOFF

PARENTING

We couldn’t think of any-

thing more agonizing for

T H E B O L D & T H E

BEAUTIFUL’s Thomas

than spending the rest of

his life pretending he’s

not actually Douglas’ fa-

ther, yet ironically, Nicole

is facing the same monu-

mental, emotional chal-

lenge — one she volun-

tarily signed up for! It’s

interesting that the show

is opting to tell these two

similar (but vastly differ-

ent) stories simultane-

ously, and it will be even 

more fascinating to see 

how each of these “satel-

lite” parents copes with 

whisking Hilary to a hospital on the island

— or anywhere else in the world, for that

matter — might’ve been preferable to stor-

ing your comatose ex-wife in the boat-

house, next to a canoe! On the other hand,

we found ourselves whole-heartedly agree-

ing with Neil when he pointed out that the

last person who should be lecturing him

about deception should be Cane, given his

own less-than-stellar track record with the

truth! We also can’t help thinking both men

might have thought twice before yelling

their private secrets in public!

No offense to THE YOUNG & THE REST-

LESS’ Neil, but hearing his explanation

about why he held the comatose Hilary in

the boathouse for months doesn’t sound

any less crazy now than it did when he tried

rationalizing his actions at the time. “She

would have drowned if it wasn’t for me!” he

told Cane. “No one would have believed it

wasn’t an accident, so what could I do? I

flew her to Genoa City. I got her in that

boathouse, and I waited for her to wake up

until she could tell the entire world every-

thing!” Sorry, dude, but we still think

See if you agree with our outspoken editors’ opinions!
WeSpeakOut!

Wait A Second…

stead of being a complete

jerk! Meanwhile, Julius’

fractured relationship

with his own family ought

to serve as fair warning

about what secrets, lies

and denying one’s own

offspring can lead to!

the strain of keeping their

biological children at

arms’ length. Perhaps

Thomas might be able to

align himself more to Ni-

cole’s cur rent way of

thinking if Ridge acted

even remotely grateful in-

Y&R

“What dowe do now?

I have no idea!”

B&B
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GOOD

GRIEF

Kudos to Y&R for allowing

Nick to play out the beats to

his grief over Sage’s death.

When he overheard Billy

and Victoria sniping at each

other in the office, it was en-

tirely realistic for him tofind

hispatiencetested.“Enough

already! You should be

grateful you’re alive. Stop

trying to make everyone

think you don’t belong to-

gether because nobody’s

buying it. You don’t even be-

lieve it, so drop the act. Stop

wasting your time on things

that just don’t matter!” As

difficult as this story has

been to watch, we’re grate-

ful we’re not being short-

changed on the emotion!

SHADESOF

STEPHANIE

It’s often said that the best

way to rid yourself of bad

habits is to replace them

with a better one. Katie

managed to do that (tempo-

rarily, at least) when she

stopped drinking long

enough to insert herself

into the mystery of who fa-

thered Caroline’s child.

There was nothing “good”

about her meddling from

Ridge and Caroline’s per-

spective, of course, but as

an audiencemember, it was

Y&R

“Thank you,” said Dylan, “for

proving real men can cry.” (section continues)

B&B
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“Let’s play the drinking game ‘I never,’ 

Neil. I’ll start. Um… I never kept a 

woman locked up in a boathouse. Drink!” 
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thrilling to watch the bru-

nette pry the truth from the

paranoid parents with all

the bluntness of a C.I.A. in-

terrogator. Our favorite mo-

mentwaswhen she implied

that perhapsThomasmight

even be a threat to Ridge’s

marriage now that the truth

cookie likeMariah tomake

sure that she had her stuff

packed up before handing

over the keys to the door

behind which it’s all being

kept! And even if we wrote

it off as an impulsive action,

it would have been nice to

see her have an “Oh, crap!”

moment after she moved

back in with Sharon and re-

alized that she’d left behind

everything she owns!

(cont’d)WeSpeakOut!

B&B’s Quinn
got Stefy to
hear her out…

…but only
because she
was waiting
for the
police to
arrive!

YOU

WIN
SOME...

YOU

LOSE
SOME...
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is out there. We’d never

previously pegged Katie as

the character most likely to

pick up Stephanie’s mantle,

but her tough-as nails inter-

ference — not to mention

her hostility for Brooke —

sure seems to be leading

her in that direction!

MOVING

VIOLATION

Mariah is feisty and impul-

sive, but we were still

a little bit surprised

that when she spotted

Natalie and Kevin

kissing, she stormed

over and announced

that she was moving

ou t . We weren ’ t

shocked that she was

battling the green-

eyed monster, but

we’d expect a smart

Y&R
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… or is Y&R’s Billy
missing something
as the new owner of
Brash & Sassy? Like
maybe an oi  ce and employees? The cosmetics line was a divi-
sion of Newman Enterprises, but we can’t imagine Victoria would 
allow her ex to run the company out of Newman. Meanwhile, as 
hot as Billy and Phyllis are, we’re i nding their sudden attraction 
a bit hard to buy. After all, they’ve been in each other’s orbit as 
in-laws for decades without a spark, so to suddenly have them 
ripping of  each other’s clothes is a tad odd. Putting new actors 
into established roles doesn’t negate the history of the characters!

“You’re brash, I’m 

sassy… why i ght it?” 

“Faith, how about you let me 

borrow that coat of many 

colors you used to wear?”  

“I may have underesti-

mated you, Katie!” 



Pure Silk Shave Cream contains aloe 
to moisturize your skin, giving you the 
smoothest, most touchable legs without 
irritation. Shaving with Pure Silk is the 
easiest way to love your legs!

                                                          *NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.  LOVE YOUR LEGS GETAWAY SWEEPSTAKES OPEN TO LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 48 CONTIGUOUS 
UNITED STATES & D.C. 13 YEARS AND OLDER.  VOID IN AK, HI AND WHERE PROHIBITED. Sweepstakes starts 10:00 a.m. ET on 3/1/16 and ends 11:59 pm ET 12/31/16. For Official Rules, 
prize descriptions and odds disclosure, visit www.LegsLikePureSilk.com/sweeps. Sponsor: Perio, Inc. 6156 Wilcox Rd, Dublin, OH, 43016.
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Jesse when both appeared on AMC, and 

whose Y&R alter ego Sarge had been 

hired to help. “It was great because Peter 

was just the consummate professional 

and a wonderful actor,” Williams recalls. 

“I enjoyed working with him because he 

was an inspiration, and I think subcon-

sciously, I modeled myself after him.”

He’s Put Down Roots
Although a regime change prompted Wil-

liams’ exit from the Los Angeles-based 

soap in 2013, he has continued his bi-

coastal routine. Today, the performer splits 

his time between a swanky new bachelor 

pad in New York and the home he pur-

chased — his fi rst — near his parents in 

the California desert. “I gutted the house, 

and I’ve been designing it from ground up 

hile he’s beloved for the decades

that he spent portraying lawman

Jesse Hubbard on ALL MY CHIL-

DREN, Darnell Williams also counts play-

ing tough-talking physical therapist Augus-

tus “Sarge” Wilder on THE YOUNG & 

THE RESTLESS amongst his fond memo-

ries because it brought his career full cir-

cle. Approached with the opportunity by 

Y&R casting director Judy Blye Wilson, 

with whom he’d worked at AMC, Williams 

was both pleased and surprised. “I’m never 

one to fl ick peas off a plate,” he laughs. “So 

when they offered the part to me, I went in, 

and the rest is history.”

   Setting up residence in Genoa City also 

meant reuniting with an old pal from 

Pine Valley: Peter Bergman (Jack), 

who’d played Clif f opposite Williams’ 

Darnell Williams 
(ex-Sarge, THE 
YOUNG & THE 

RESTLESS) is 
enjoying the 

fruits of his labor

Keeping Track

THE

W
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specialty is barbequed chicken.” 

When he has time, Williams enjoys 

throwing dinner parties. “I don’t know 

how I do it,” he says, grinning, “but there’s 

always such great bonding and so much 

love and light that permeates the room. 

Everybody just has a great time.”

Would the actor, who most recently ap-

peared as a police officer on ABC’s serial-

ized primetime thriller THE FAMILY, 

consider a return to daytime? “I’m a glut-

ton for work,” he insists, “until it’s time to 

hang up the cleats.”

—Kelli M. Larson

— that’s been my hobby,” he says proudly.

“Other than that, I’ve been going to the

gym to stay fit, writing poetry… ”

While the artist in Williams looks forward

to finding a new outlet, he’s happily taking

the next few months off to help his siblings

care for their parents. “I’ve been so blessed

because we have a huge family,” he ac-

knowledges. “The eight of us are so close

— we traveled the world

together and basically

became each other’s

best friends.”

Leisure Time
He’s also been finding

time for his other pas-

sion: making magic in

the kitchen! “I’m not a

chef, but I’m a pretty

good cook and people

love my food!” Wil-

liams enthuses. “My
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Williams says 

that Bergman 

was always “just 

years ahead of 

the game.”
“I was kind of hoping that they would keep 

us apart,” Williams coni des of Sarge’s eventual 

connection with Harmony (played by Debbi 

Morgan, aka his AMC TV-wife, Angie). “We 

thought it would be too pat… too easy.”

In Hallmark’s The Wedding March, pre-
miering Saturday, June 25, at 9 p.m. EST,
Jack Wagner (ex-Nick, THE BOLD & THE 
BEAUTIFUL) stars as a former pop star 
whose college sweetheart (Josie Bissett) 
has plans to marry at the wedding venue 
he now owns. The duo had parted on a 
sour note, but will fate have them both 
now singing a dif erent tune?

PRIMETIMEUPDATE
Another ex-daytimer shines after dark

The Young & The Restless



Wewant to knowwhat you think about the CBS soaps!

(as voted by Soaps In Depth readers)

InDepth asked...

Will Hilary’s
ambition push
Devon out of
her life?

Even many
folks who love 
Hilary and 
Devon thought 
she would 
eventually take 
things too far!

InDepth asked...

Should Steffy
reunite with Liam
or stand by new
hubbyWyatt?

Bold & Beautiful

It started out as
a close race, but
once Stefy and
Liam picked up
“Steam”, Wyatt
fans just
couldn’t catch
back up!B
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62%
LIAM

38%
WYATT

Reader
Reaction:

This issue’s question...

Should Thomas tell the world
that he is Douglas’father?

TALK BACK TO SOAPS IN DEPTH:

This issue’s question...

Should Mariah tell Nick the truth 
about Sully?

Young & Restless
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Daniel Goddard
(Cane, Y&R)

Steve Burton
(Dylan, Y&R)

Christian Jules Le-
Blanc (Michael, Y&R)

Bryton James
(Devon, Y&R)

Scott Clifton 
(Liam, B&B)

Last
Issue: 1 Last

Issue: 5 Last
Issue: 3 Last

Issue: 4 Last
Issue: -

TOP 5 ACTORS

89% 
DEFINITELY!

11% 
DEFINITELY 

NOT!

Reader
Reaction:
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(as voted by Soaps In Depth readers)

On-line: cbs.soapsindepth.com    
Write: Readers’ Poll #24 c/o Soaps In Depth, 270 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Clif s, NJ 07632

(as voted by Soaps In Depth readers)TOP 10 COUPLES

Lily & Cane
Ashby, Y&R

Sharon & Dylan 
McAvoy, Y&R

Hilary & Devon 
Hamilton, Y&R

Lauren & Michael 
Baldwin, Y&R

Katie & Bill
Spencer, B&B

Last
Issue: 1 Last

Issue: 6 Last
Issue: 4 Last

Issue: 3 Last
Issue: 5

Victoria Newman &
Billy Abbott, Y&R

Nikki & Victor
Newman, Y&R

Caroline & Ridge
Forrester, B&B

Chelsea & Adam
Newman, Y&R

Phyllis & Jack
Abbott, Y&R

Last
Issue: 2 Last

Issue: 8 Last
Issue: 7 Last

Issue: 10 Last
Issue:   9

Christel Khalil
(Lily, Y&R)

Sharon Case
(Sharon, Y&R)

Mishael Morgan
(Hilary, Y&R)

Tracey E. Bregman
(Lauren, Y&R)

Heather Tom
(Katie, B&B)

Last
Issue: 1 Last

Issue: - Last
Issue: 3 Last

Issue: 4 Last
Issue: 5

TOP 5 ACTRESSES

6 7 8 9 10
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Soaps In Depth
introduces you to
the hottest new
daytime stars!

Roark says that Victoria’s new 

beau is “a bit of a mystery… 

even to himself!”
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While Michael Roark says that he was familiar 
with THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS when he 
landed the role of sexy, mysterious Travis, he 
had no idea just how familiar some of his fam-
ily were with the sudser. “My mom’s side of the 
family is from Louisiana, and they are huge 
Y&R fans. I usually get a little reaction when I 
get a job,” says the actor, whose resume in-
cludes movies like Magic Mike and Dolphin 
Tale as well as a slew of primetime shows like 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, FINDING CARTER, 
and GREY’S ANATOMY. “They’re always happy 
for me. But when I got this job, they lost their 
minds! In particular, I have a few aunts down 
there that are so excited!”

The Road To Hollywood
Roark took a more circuitous route into show-
biz. While he admits that he’s always been 
drawn to the acting profession, he actually 
went to college to become a lawyer. “In a 
sense, though, being a trial attorney is a lot 
like acting, so in one way or another, I wanted 
to i nd that space,” he rel ects. “I started doing 
theater in college, and at the end, I really 
wanted to do both. I couldn’t make up my 
mind. But the thought that kept coming back 
is that I probably wouldn’t go to law school 
later in life, so I stuck with that.
   “It was a good decision in retrospect, be-
cause I still had some growing up to do,” adds 
the hunk. “I drove out to L.A., but I never really 
got a chance to chase the law career full-time, 
because I landed my i rst guest starring role 
[on THE GLADES] about two months after I 
passed the bar exam!”
   While Roark has had his nose to the grindstone 
in Hollywood, he divulges that when co-stars 
learn that he’s a card-carrying legal eagle, they 
often hit him up for some legal advice. “Oh, God, 
it’s endless!” he laughs. “Somebody has always 
got a friend who needs help! I can talk in general 
terms, but if it’s a specii c thing, I wouldn’t be 
comfortable giving them an answer. I usually 
[point them toward] one of my old pals to help 
out, but they usually want free legal advice!”

Y&R Connection
Of course, giving free advice might be right in 
the wheelhouse of Roark’s Y&R character, Tra-
vis, since he just happens to be the sexiest 
bartender Genoa City has seen in quite a 
while. Certainly, the hunk has sent Victoria’s 
heart racing! For his part, Roark says that he 
was attracted to the character’s complexity 
and potential. “Travis is a bit of a mystery to 
even himself,” suggests the Illinois native. “He’s 
a guy who is running away from something, 
and yet running toward something. He carries 
a lot of pain. I think sometimes the women in 
his life have brought out the best in him, but 
also forced him to look into the dark parts of 
himself. There’s a wide range to him. You have 
such a wide lens, where I can come in with this 
guy and really go for it. That’s the one thing 
that I really enjoyed about playing him, and 
enjoy playing right now. Where we’re at is re-
ally the tip of the iceberg with him!”
   And Roark refuses to shy away from anything 
he i nds below that iceberg — including if it’s 
revealed that Travis is a villain. “Your job is to 
bring truth to the circumstances and make the 
writing come alive,” he shares. “I feel it’s dan-
gerous to try to make the audience like me, 
and stray away from the truth of the scene or 
the character. At this point, who knows where 
Travis is headed? Anything could happen!”

MICHAEL ROARK (Travis)

The Young & The Restless
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Hometown: Phoenixville, PA.
What’s In His Fridge?: “Lettuce,
half and half for my coffee, and
salad dressing,” he says with a
laugh. “I don’t even have ketchup!”
Hair’s The Thing: “When my hair’s
short enough, I love using American
Crew Fiber,”Lavoisier reveals.“I fell in
love with it when I was 18, so just
the smell of it takes me right back to
being in college!”

.

B O N U S  S E C T I O N

FLY
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ohn-Paul Lavoisier thought that he

had a pretty good handle on DAYS

OF OUR LIVES’ Philip when he

agreed to take on the role. “One of

my favorite movies is Glengarry Glen

Ross. I interpreted Philip as being a

cross between the roles played by Ed

Harris and Al Pacino in that film,” the

actor confesses. “Just a strong guy that

could sell anything to anyone — a really

good, sharp suit.”

John-Paul
Lavoisier

says DAYS OF
OUR LIVES’

Philip counts
on no one!

Much has been said about the gorgeous wom-
en featured in LADIESOFTHELAKE (theupcom-
ing digital drama based on the novel by DAYS’
executive producer, Ken Corday). However, it’s
Lavoisier’scharacter, JonathanAmhurst, thatwill
eventually have tongues wagging. “He’s so dis-
gusting!”theactor insists.“He’s ahorriblehuman
being.”Whilewewon’t ruin itby tellingyouwhat
Jonathan says that’s so vile, we can reveal that it
has something to do with his wife, played by
Lavoisier’s former ONE LIFE TO LIVE castmate,
JessicaMorris (Jen).“Shewas in theveryirst love
scene I ever did on soaps,”Lavoisier recalls fond-
ly.“And in LOTL, she’s walking in onmehaving a
love scene with someone else.”Having worked
for the show’s producers, Michael and Barbi Ca-
ruso, previously on WINTERTHORNE, Lavoisier
was eager todo so again.“They run such awon-
derful ship fromstart to inish,”he insists.

BAD TO THE BONE

Lavoisier’s LAKE character

redeines theword “cad.”

   What You’ll Find Inside

Feature Interview. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
For John-Paul Lavoisier, the toughest 
thing about playing Philip is i guring out 
who’s zooming who! 

Far Outtakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Soaps In Depth puts some words into the 
mouths of some Salem favorites! 

Roundup. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74

(continues)
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(continued)

Odd Man Out
Philip may have returned to 

Salem in that mode, but get-

ting caught double-crossing 

Victor by working with devi-

ous Deimos defi nitely left his 

suit wrinkled. “As Philip, I just 

want V ictor to love me,” 

Lavoisier maintains of the fa-

ther and son’s extremely 

strained relationship. “But 

with Deimos, I’ve got this 

creepy, ‘I’m on guard and don’t know if I 

can trust you’ feeling.” 

   Now on the outs with both men, Phil-

ip’s struggling to fi nd his way. He’d love 

nothing more than to keep his vow to 

Victor to help bring Deimos down, but 

who can he trust to help him? Certainly 

not Brady and Justin, who’ve left him 

out of their pact to accomplish a similar 

goal. “To work with them, Philip would 

have to be so careful, because God 

knows what kind of puppetry Deimos is 

actually capable of,” Lavoisier observes. 

“Deimos could be using them to take 

Philip down.”

He’s Nursing A Broken Heart
Sadly, the poor guy doesn’t even have 

Belle to turn to now that he’s insisted 

that she go fi gure out her feelings for 

Shawn. Is it worth waiting for her to re-

turn? “Yeah, I’d like to think so, but 

that’s probably not gonna happen,” 

Lavoisier muses. “Love is really hard… 

Phillip loving Belle just makes him weak 
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“As Deimos, Vincent Irizarry has a 

Roscoe Born-esque quality,” 

Lavoisier says, referring to the actor 

who played THE YOUNG & THE 

RESTLESS’ Tom. “It’s this devilish 

thing that keeps Philip on guard.” 

“She’s very smart,” Lavoisier says of 

Martha Madison (Belle). “She’s so 

easy to be with, and she’s just 

honest and a good listener.”
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and willing to accept

anything.”

   Perhaps what the 

guy ought to do is 

take a page from his 

bachelor portrayer’s 

b o o k a n d s p e n d

more time concen-

trating on himself. Instead of vegging on

the couch in front of the television,

Lavoisier stays productive in his build-

ing’s gym. “Nobody’s ever in it, so it’s

like my office,” he explains. “I’ll work

out for two hours, and then I’ll go back

upstairs and eat a little bit of salad. Then 

I’ll go back down and run for 40 minutes 

and return later to do some abs work.” 

And in the summer? He spends Sundays 

running the five-mile beach path from 

Santa Monica to Venice and back!

The Comeback Kid?

If Belle’s not gonna have him, Philip’s 

surely going to look ready for his close-

up with the next woman who turns his 

head. Who might that be? “I think it 

would be a lot of fun to work more with 

Jen Lilley (Theresa) — she’s hilarious,”

Lavoisier confides. “Just before taping

something recently, I looked at her and

asked, ‘Is that how you’re going to look

in the scene?’ I said, ‘Okay, I just need to

be prepared because it’s quite mesmer-

izing.’ There’s a lot going on with her.”

— Kelli M. Larson

“One thing that I’ve

tried to pick up from 

John Aniston (Victor) 

is his deadpan 

delivery,” Lavoisier 

conides. “He just says 

the line as it is and 

lets it land.” 

  “I would love to work 

more with Jen Lilley 

(Theresa),” Lavoisier 

says. “My screen test 

was with her, and it was 

awesome!”
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“Gabi, honey? 

That’s the worst 

hiding spot ever.”

“I coulda 

had a V-8!”
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DAYS OF OU s Section  OU“That’s 

right, I 

just 

slapped 

you with my 

mind!”

BONU S S E C T I O N

“Are we

having fun

yet?”

“Argh! And

now, I sing

you a sea

shanty!”
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Q
and stressf

ul day,
how
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Thaao Penghlis (Andre): 
“If I’m on my own, I’m always making 
myself a good dinner. I think that’s why 
I’ve been healthy all my life.”

Marie Wilson (Summer): 
“I love soaking in the tub and then just 
putting on some comfy clothes and curl-
ing up with a cup of tea.”

Suzanne Rogers (Maggie): 
“When I come home, I usually go upstairs 
right away and put on my sweats. Then I 
come down, ask Mom about her day and 
what she thought of the show. If it’s a 
Friday evening, I’ll have half a glass of red 
wine — I like Robert Mondavi’s cabernet.”
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Susan Seaforth Hayes 
(Julie): “We usually watch British 
television like DOWNTON ABBEY. I think 
the standards of writing for television 
are going up again.”

Arianne 
Zucker (Nicole):  
“I’m sorry, I don’t 
know what that word 
means. There’s no 
unwinding! No, after 
a busy week, I will sit 
and watch some of 
my recorded shows 
like THE VAMPIRE 
DIARIES, GREY’S 
ANATOMY and GAME 
OF THRONES.”

Christopher Sean (Paul): “I 
go to the gym immediately after work. 
It’s mandatory. I go there and I keep my 
heart rate at an extremely high level. I 
sweat and I work. I earn my lifestyle.”
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aving watched THE YOUNG &

THE RESTLESS ever since her

babysitter, whom she called

Grandma Lucy, introduced her

to the soap as a kid, actress Yvette Nicole

Brown (from THE ODD COUPLE and

COMMUNITY) was understandably

elated to appear recently on the show.

How did it happen?

“I was at CBS last season promoting

THE ODD COUPLE when one of my fa-

vorite actors, Steve Burton (Dylan), came

into the room — I lost my mind!” Brown 

laughs. “We took a picture, and CBS saw 

it and asked if I watched Y&R.”

   Next, the network asked if she’d be 

willing to come on to play a reporter, and 

of course, Brown jumped at the chance. 

“It was like my whole life coming full 

circle,” she recalls. “It was amazing!”

H

It takes a lot to remember all those 

lines,” says Brown, with Peter 

Bergman (Jack). “And there’s the 

look of to the side while you’re

thinking about the moment… ”
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Funny lady Yvette 
Nicole Brown 
can’t get enough 
of THE YOUNG & 
THE RESTLESS



Talking The Talk
Despite being a performer of consider-

able experience, Brown says that being 

on the soap set was eye-opening. Not 

only did the actors have to shoot in one 

day what she is used to doing on the sit-

com in a week, but they also had to really 

emote! “You’re listening to people talk 

about how they feel about other things 

that have happened, and so it’s a very in-

timate form of acting,” she observes. 

“It’s not easy to convey that information 

day after day and be as compelling as 

they are. I am a huge fan of these actors. 

They really are unsung.”

Her Y&R Connection
Brown admits that she did already have 

one friend amongst the Y&R family — 

someone she works with all the time! 

“Beth Maitland (ex-Traci) is our beloved 

sound person on THE ODD COUPLE,” 

Brown reveals. “I saw her on set one day 

and ran up to her, and I’m like, ‘Oh my 

God! And she s like, Why is Yvette

screaming at me?’ And I’m, ‘Oh my God,

it’s Traci!’ It was a freaking love fest!”

Keeping It In The Family
For the funny lady, the opportunity to be

on her favorite daytime drama was also

special for a more personal reason. It

meant following in the footsteps of her

late relative, Charles Brown (Russ, ALL

MY CHILDREN; Harr y, ANOTHER

WORLD). “When I decided to become

an actor, I wanted to be like my Uncle

Charlie, but I always felt like soaps would

be the one thing I wouldn’t be able to do

because they’re outside my skill set,” she

confesses. “So when this came to me, I

was like, ‘Oh my God, I get to follow in

my uncle’s footsteps in every way.’ So

that was really great.”

   Might Brown ever reprise her Y&R

role? “If they called me and I was free,”

she insists, “I’d go in a heartbeat!”

—Kelli M. Larson

 Brown’s Y&R character 

was “kind of a 

busybody and late to 

the party,” she says. 

“She didn’t seem to be 

with the rest of the 

reporters. She was 

walking to the beat of 

her own drum.”
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ifetime’s deliciously soapy dra-

ma, DEVIOUS MAIDS, left off

last season with some jaw-drop-

ping clif fhangers. When it returns

with 10 new episodes beginning Mon-

day, June 6, at 9 p.m. EST, the story

will have jumped ahead six months!

Fans can look for a host of intriguing

new characters and a major shake-up

of the existing canvas. “What’s great

about season four,” previews executive

producer Sabrina Wind, “is that it con-

tains some of the most interesting

twists and great acting, and it’s without

question the funniest thus far.”

Rosie’sWorldCollapses!
In last season’s finale, sweet Rosie

was in quite a pickle: a badly beaten

Spence had lost his memory of her, and

Peri had convinced him they were still

married! “Rosie hasn’t been able to get

near Spence,” executive producer Curtis

Kheel reveals. “She feels lost, and she’s

determined to get him back through

whatever means necessary.”

While Zoila survived her difficult labor,

she’s not in the mood for snarky boss

Genevieve’s brand of “comfort.” In fact,

things get pretty darn tense between the

two women! Enter the new maid! “Rosie

loves Genevieve, and Genevieve is an-

noyed to no end by Rosie, and it is hys-

terical!” Wind says with a laugh. “Susan

Lucci (Erica, ALL MY CHILDREN, who

plays Genevieve) even does a Rosie im-

pression that’s outstanding.” As for Zoila,

her journey toward wellness will lead to a

rather unexpected conclusion!

DIRTY
DEALINGS

What’s being 
swept under the 

rug this season on 
DEVIOUS MAIDS?
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“The writers write Gen-

evieve so beautifully,” Wind 

says enthusiastically. “And 

Susan Lucci nails it — it’s a 

wonderful collaboration.”
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Carmen’s Family Expands
Carmen’s world literally blew up along 

with the Powells’ gorgeous mansion in 

the explosive — pun intended — season 

fi nale. Now out both a boyfriend and a job, 

she’ll focus on her talents as a performer 

— but she might fi nd herself facing some 

unwanted competition! Argentinian ac-

tress Sol Rodriquez joins the cast as Dan-

iela Mercado, Carmen’s sexy young cous-

in who also has stars in her eyes. “Carmen 

will be charged with watching out for Dan-

iela by her cousin, Josephina,” Kheel says 

of the newcomer. “Dani is sexy and rebel-

lious — she doesn’t like the infl uence that 

Carmen is trying to have over her.”

New Beginnings!
Meanwhile, Evelyn picks up the pieces in 

the wake of the terrifying events which 

rocked her world at the end of last season. 

You’ll have to tune in to fi nd out just how 

much things have changed, but look for 

her to rely on the kindness 

of one person in particular 

in the weeks ahead! 

   Likewise, Marisol will 

wind up in her own pre-

dicament when she falls 

for movie studio exec Pe-

ter Hudson… only to 

have Jesse return to stake 

a claim upon her heart! 

“We’ll fi nd out in the sec-

ond episode,” Kheel offers, “that Peter 

has something surprising in his back-

ground that is going to be a complication 

in his relationship with Marisol!”

   In other news, Peri’s circle will widen with 

the addition of her smooth-talking man-

ager, Ben, and a fellow actress played by 

executive producer Eva Longoria (ex-Isa-

bella, THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS). 

And then there is Peri’s opinionated ex-sis-

ter-in-law, Shannon, who is guaranteed to 

shake things up. “We like to turn over char-

acters on the show,” Kheel admits, “and 

give the relationships a new dynamic.” 

   Finally, a new whodunit will be launched 

at the end of the premiere that’s guaran-

teed to leave jaws on the floor. “It’s a 

shocking mystery that hits very close to 

home,” teases Kheel. “It’ll be fi lled with 

twists, turns, and red herrings and will 

conclude at the end of the season with a 

surprising reveal.”

         — Kelli M. Larson
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Given that most of these ladies are maids, it should be 

no surprise that they clean up so beautifully! 



he idea of having to say

goodbye to both AS THE

WORLD TURNS and Oak-

dale, the world she’d long inhab-

ited as the driven and much-

married fashionista Barbara

Ryan, had been unthinkable for

Colleen Zenk. Fortunately, since

the series wrapped production

on June 23, 2010, she hasn’t had

much time to mourn. “We all left

the next day for the Emmys, and

then the following week I started

work on a new musical in New

York,” she recalls of the after-

math. “It was the best thing that

could have happened, because it

took my mind off of everything I

was losing.” 

All Her World’s A Stage
For the actress, who’d begun her career

in theater, returning to the stage felt like

coming home. Zenk’s since sung her

heart out in a string of musical produc-

tions, done a one-woman show called Still 

Sassy, and even made her Nashville debut 

with singer/songwriter Johnny Rodgers. 

Her next production, Cecilia Copeland’s 

Inside The Box, will be staged on Thurs-

day, June 16, as part of New York’s Planet 

Connections Theatre Festivity 2016. 
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The multi-talented 
Colleen Zenk 
(Barbara, AS THE 
WORLD TURNS) hit 
her stride again and 
never stopped
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She Gets To Play Herself!
The actress has also been making fi lms. 

Her vigilante short, Line To The Wall, 

screened recently at the Manhattan Film 

Festival, and Blue Lives Matter — a gritty 

fl ick in which she plays a corrupt judge 

— opens the Hoboken Film Festival on 

Friday, June 3. “It’s extremely violent and 

very innovative,” Zenk offers. “I spent 

four wild days fi lming that with Yancey 

Butler” of WITCHBLADE, who also 

played ATWT’s Ava Jenkins.

   However, the upcoming fi lm that left her 

tickled pink is The Comedian, which re-

lates the tale of an aging insult comic 

played by Robert De Niro. “Somebody 

tells him about all these fan conventions,

so he reluctantly agrees to do one,” she

previews. “The scene opens with me

greeting fans as actress Colleen Zenk, TV

villain and vixen for over three decades.”

The Greatest Gift
In her free time — if it could be called

that, given how busy she has kept —

Zenk presented and performed at the In-

die Series Awards, regularly visited her

ailing mother in Florida and continued

looking after her own health. “Since my

diagnosis with oral cancer, I’ve had a

number of surgeries,” she reveals. “I’ve

been cancer free since 2009… but you

have to continue to be very vigilant.”

   Zenk says she misses Barbara “terribly”

and keeps in touch with Trent Dawson,

opposite whose Henry she played Bar-

bara’s final romance. “Barbara was the

most nuanced, layered character that any

actress could possibly want to play, and I

had 32 years of her growth, change, dam-

age, vitriol and joy,” she reflects. “The

writers gave me such a gift.”

— Kelli M. Larson

“Anthony Herrera and I went through 30 years

together,” Zenk recalls of her late ATWT hubby/

nemesis. “We loved each other, we hated each 

other, we fought… He was bigger than life and 

such a cancer warrior. I really adored him.”

“I have a very funny exchange with Robert De

Niro,” Zenk says, with the actor, former teen idol

Bobby Rydell and director Taylor Hackford on the

set of The Comedian. “He couldn’t have been

sweeter. I had a great time!”
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As The World Turns
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standoutscene
Caroline Convinces Thomas

THE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL’s Caroline knew what
shewas askingwas no small favor, but in hermind,
it was the only option. For Douglas’sake, she need-

B&B

In the wake of Max’s shocking ac-

tions, THE YOUNG & THE REST-

LESS’ Stitch found himself having to deal 

with the incomprehensible things that his 

child had done. And during the doctor’s 

darkest hours, portrayer Sean Carrigan 

shone brighter than ever. The scenes 

were as heartbreaking as they were har-

rowing, and Carrigan beautifully brought 

to life a situation almost incomprehensible 

to any parent.

See No Evil
Stitch’s emotional journey began natu-

rally enough by fearing for Max’s safety 

when the 8-year-old ran away after over-

hearing that the police had connected 

him to the fi re at the GCAC. Like any 

parent, Stitch lashed out at those he felt 

were responsible for his child taking off. 

“Thanks to Detective McAvoy scaring 

the hell out of him,” he snarled, “[Max] 

took off through the window, and now 

we’re wasting time talking about it in-

stead of fi nding a helpless, little kid!” 

Sean Carrigan is brilliant as
Stitch deals with a parent’s 
darkest fear
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“Man, we have one 

complicated family tree.”

The Young & The Restless



ed Thomas to refute all fatherly
claim on the child he’d only
hours earlier learnedwashis.
Thoughilled with compassion

for Thomas’plight, Caroline nev-
er wavered in her conviction.
Her hand gripping Thomas’

shoulder, she stared hard into
his eyes, all but compelling him
to agree.“We can do this.We can
all love each other and support
each other and do what’s best
for Douglas. Say yes, okay? Just
promise to keep things the way
that they have been?”

Linsey Godfrey’s Caroline was a
portrait of strength and desper-
ation as she talked Thomas
through the “right” thing to do.
And it was impossible to resist
being caught up in the exquisite
tragedy etched on the face of
Pierson Fodé’s Thomas.

“This isn’t going to be easy,”he
said, his voice breaking.

“I know,” Caroline responded.
“This is the hardest decision

you’re ever going to make.”
With so many complicated

emotions at play, you’d think it
would have been impossible to
end the episode with anything
but angst. B&B surprised us,
however, with one inal, heart-
warming moment as these two
people — connected by their
love for their son — marveled at
what they’d created together.
“We made a boy,”Thomas whis-

pered, smiling through tears.
“We did,” she agreed, blinking

back a panoply of bittersweet
feels. Lifting Douglas from his
car seat, the doting mother
handed him to Thomas, a inal
gesture that belied the sacriice
she was asking of him.

   And when Abby — who had been horri-

bly victimized by Max — offered to help, 

Stitch couldn’t hear her genuine concern. 

“Don’t pretend like you suddenly care 

about my son,” he snapped.

   While Abby was taken aback by her 

husband’s animosity, she stood her 

ground by insisting that Max was a trou-

bled child. Initially, Stitch tried to blow off 

the boy’s behavior as an adjustment issue. 

Then, he blamed himself. “This is all my 

fault, okay? I messed this whole thing up. 

I will take care of him,” he promised, eyes 

blazing. “Max needs me, all right? So I will 

be there for him. I’m… I’m all he has left!”

Heart Of Darkness

When finally Max was located, Stitch 

made it clear that despite everything, 

their bond hadn’t changed. “I will always 

love you, Max,” he whispered, fear and 

sadness and desperation causing his voice 

to take on a shaky tremor. I will never stop 

loving you. I will always look out for you.”

    But for Stitch, that meant getting Max 

the help he so desperately needed by 

sending him to an institution. “You do 

need to talk to someone about all this an-

ger you got bottled up inside,” he told his 

son. “You got all this anger about losing 

your mom. And you don’t have to feel that 

way all the time. It will get better. I prom-

ise. And you won’t be alone. I’m gonna be 

here with you through all of it, okay?”

   Alas, only moments later, Stitch had to 

break that promise when Child Services 

arrived to take Max — who was about to 

be committed — away. As the pre-teen’s 

hysterical (and possibly manipulative) 

cries for his dad to save him hit a cre-

scendo, Stitch’s face revealed his torment. 

“How did we get here?” he later won-

dered, dazed and choking back sobs. “My 

son… my happy, little boy… ”

   Kudos to Carrigan for a simply gut-

wrenching portrayal of a father trying to 

do right by his child after everything has 

gone so horribly wrong!
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The hot topic of the week
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Melissa Claire Egan
(Chelsea, Y&R)

“I deinitely know my least
favorite character: the kid
from The Giving Tree! I was
reading it for the irst time

in decades to my best
friend’s daughter recently,

and I was like, ‘What the
heck!?! This kid is a selish

little brat!’”

Sean 
Carrigan 
(Stitch, 
Y&R)
“I’ve always 
loved How The 
Grinch Stole 
Christmas! 
What can I say? 
The Grinch was 
funny!”
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Sean Kanan
(Deacon, B&B)
“Oohhh, boy. I al-
ways kind of liked 
the Big Bad Wolf!”

Who’s 
your 

favorite character 
from children’s 
literature, and 
why?

Q: 
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Jason Thompson 
(Billy, Y&R)
“This isn’t literature, but the 

children’s cartoon that dei -
nitely had the most impact 
on me was TOM AND JERRY. 
I just loved watching those 
two go at it! Just when you 
thought one was going to
win, the other kind of pulled
it out. It was fun to watch!”

Don Diamont
(Bill, B&B)

“You’re asking the least
well-read person ever,

but I guess Huckleberry
Finn. He just had so many

adventures, and he em-
braced them.”

Karla Mosley 
(Maya, B&B)
“I’m a huge fan of Charlotte’s Web, and 
Fern is such a strong character. I think 
that’s why I became a vegetarian at 
such a young age. It’s such a beauti-
fully told story. To this day, I have ab-
solutely no fear of spiders. I think of 
them as my friends and as good luck.”

Hunter King 
(Summer, Y&R)
“ That has to be Ramona 
Quim by. I always loved the 
Ramona books, but knowing 
my sister, Joey, got to play 
Ramona in [the 2010 film 
adaptation] Ramona And Be-
ezus just makes it even more 
of a favorite!”
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Miles 
Gaston 

Villanueva 
(Luca, Y&R)

“Harry Potter, no 
question. Why? 

Um. He’s The 
Chosen One! 

Duuuuuh!”

Dick Christie 
(Charlie, B&B)
“There’s a book that 
really moved me 
called The Giving Tree 
by Shel Silverstein, 
and I still tear up when 
I think about it. So I 
would say my favorite 
character is the tree.”



Your at-a-glance guide to who, what, where, when and why

SABOTAGED
Y&R  Victor’s plan to obtain an 

early release

GAVE BIRTH
B&B  Nicole delivered a healthy 

baby girl for parents Rick and 
Maya.

RENEWED THEIR
WEDDING VOWS
Y&R  Chelsea and Adam

PREGNANT
B&B  Sasha, allegedly with 

Zende’s baby

SENT TO A LONG-TERM
CARE FACILITY
Y&R  Max

UNDER SURVEILLANCE
Y&R  Victoria

HAD A CHANGE OF HEART
B&B  Thomas reconsidered the 

deal he’d struck to let Ridge 
claim Douglas as his own.

MADE LOVE
Y&R Victoria and Travis

Y&R  Bethany and Billy
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CONFESSED
Y&R  Luca admitted to getting 

Adam ired.

MORTIFIED
B&B  Brooke walked in on Bill 

and Katie making love!

KISSED
Y&R Meredith and Victor

Y&R Phyllis and Billy

Y&R  Mariah and Kevin

ARRESTED
B&B Quinn

Y&R  Adam

FILING FOR DIVORCE
Y&R  Nikki

BEGGED
B&B  Rick asked Eric to give 

him another chance to run 
Forrester Creations.

RETURNED
Y&R  Jill

FOUGHT
Y&R  Jill and BillyTHE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL’s Quinn thought 

of this as foreplay.

THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS’ Jill thought Billy 

rude for not pouring her a drink, too.
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                                            Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City

State                          Zip

E-mail (optional)

 01-22274-001-E74191

YES. Please reserve the ELVIS PRESLEY™:
Golden Legend Accent Lamp for me as
described in this announcement. 
Limit: one per order.                                            
Please Respond Promptly

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION        SEND NO MONEY NOW



Sasha desperately hoped for some “sexy 

time” with Zende, but his thoughts were 

elsewhere… namely on Nicole and the 

fact that she’d gone into labor! Though 

Nicole wanted to reach out to Zende 

during this momentous occasion in her 

life, she hesitated, believing he would

probably rather be spending time with

her new sister. Following the birth of

Rick and Maya’s beautiful baby girl,

Zende turned up at the hospital and

made very clear the extent to which he

loved Nicole and wanted to be with her.

He apologized to his ex for breaking up

with her because of her decision to be a

surrogate for Rick and Maya. Though

ecstatic about the fact that she was fi-

nally free to reunite with Zende, Nicole

couldn’t help but notice some hesitation

on his part.

SASHA’S PREGNANT!
Nicole’s joy over finally get-

ting another chance with

Zende was doused when

the hunk delivered some

shocking news: Sasha was

pregnant! Grateful for all

that her younger sister had

given her, Maya vowed to

return the favor by ensur-

ing her happiness with Zende. Maya

and Nicole later put Sasha on the spot,

insisting that she prove that her conve-

niently-timed pregnancy wasn’t a lie.

Flustered, Sasha went to extreme

lengths to keep her plan on track.

LIAM DECIDES QUINN’S FATE
Quinn was hauled away by the police

after paying Steffy a visit in

an attempt to proffer an ol-

ive branch. As his twisted 

mother awaited her fate, 

Wyatt confronted her with 

more questions about her 

debauched scheme to se-

cure his chances with Stef-

fy. As Liam deliberated 

whether or not to press 

charges against Quinn, 

(Vivienne discusses

her topsy-turvy

marriage.)

MAYA: You know,

you and Brooke are a

lot alike.

VIVIENNE: Yeah.

People can hardly

tell us apart.

“It’s A Girl!”
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“Zende, how about we discuss this 

when I’m wearing something other 

than a hospital gown?”
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Wyatt pleaded 

with his brother 

to show mercy. 

Quinn learned 

that Liam had 

hired Justin as 

his legal consul-

tant ,  and she 

figured it was 

game over. Be-

fore fi nally making his decision, Liam

unleashed all his pent-up anger and 

frustrations on his former captor.

THOMAS RECONSIDERS
Thomas and his father finally broke 

their awkward silence when Ridge felt 

compelled to remind his grown son 

about the arrangement they’d agreed on 

vis-à-vis Douglas. Taylor’s son was taken 

aback when his pop 

later announced big 

plans for Thomas’ fu-

ture at Forrester Cre-

ations. Well aware of 

Ridge’s ulterior motive 

for presenting him 

with this once-in-a-life-

time career opportuni-

ty, Thomas began to 

have second thoughts 

about the deal he’d 

str uck. Rick, mean-

while, pleaded with 

Eric to let him have 

another crack 

at running the 

family biz.

AN “OOPSIE” 
FOR BROOKE!
B r o o k e  a n d 

E r i c  h a d  a 

hear t-to-hear t 

chat about the 

la tes t  drama 

unfolding with-

in their family, 

musing about 

what Stephanie 

w o u l d  h a v e 

said about it all. Later, Brooke’s gener-

ous gesture toward her younger sister 

backfi red when she accidentally walked 

in on Katie and Bill in bed! Appalled by 

Brooke’s less-than-perfect timing, Katie 

assumed the worst and had a conniption 

fi t. The brunette later apologized for her 

outburst, assuring Brooke and Bill, yet 

again, that her drinking was no longer a 

problem.

“You’ve got an eyelash on your nose. 

Lemme get that for you.”

A parent i ghts for 
a place in his child’s 

life!

A longtime rivalry is 
reignited! 

For more B&B previews, 
turn to Set Your DVR on 

page 12!



A jealous Phyllis confronted Billy over

his relationship with Fiona… which led

to the in-laws having a sexual romp on

the stairs! Afterwards an ashamed Phyl-

lis fled. When Jack questioned his wife

about her feelings for his little brother,

she insisted that her hubby was the love

of her life. Meanwhile, Victoria suspect-

ed Billy was having an af fair, which

prompted her to start one of her own —

with Travis! She was dismayed when

Travis figured out that she has a child,

wanting to keep her private life private.

Unfortunately, she didn’t realize Luca’s

P.I. had her under surveillance! Both

the detective and eventually Luca him-

self approached Travis for the lowdown

on his relationship with Victoria. De-

spite her uncontrollable passion for her

brother-in-law, Phyllis agreed to a ro-

mantic tryst at the GCAC

with Jack, which upset Bil-

ly, who retaliated by sleep-

ing with new gal Bethany!

Returning home, Jill was

aghast at Billy’s redecorat-

ing of the Chancellor man-

sion, not to mention finding

her son and Bethany naked

in the living room!

Phyllis Cheats On Jack
With His Brother!

ADAM IS ARRESTED!
Adam tanked his father’s early release 

scheme by warning Judge Russell Gates 

that Victor was using his daughter, Mere-

dith. Chelsea visited her father-in-law to tell 

him that she and Adam would make sure 

he stayed in prison, but freaked when Vic-

tor issued a menacing warning! At the 

penthouse, Adam and Chelsea swore not 

to let Victor bother them — and then re-

newed their vows! Meanwhile, Meredith 

told Nikki that she was helping Victor ob-

tain an early release, which nearly pan-

icked Nikki into taking a drink. Thankfully, 

remembering Katherine helped keep Nik-

ki from slipping! Instead, she asked Mi-

chael to help her fi le for a di-

vorce! Across town, Nick 

found Sage’s journal and was 

stunned that his late wife be-

lieved Adam had murdered 

Constance! He shared the 

info with Dylan, who ex-

humed Constance’s body. 

Needless to say, Adam insist-

ed he was innocent, and Vic-

(Nick proves that he is

a very wiseman!)

NICK: I think if I tried
to cry on Mariah’s

shoulder, she’d
punch me in the

face.
SHARON: Probably.

Come on. 

You just know 

Phyllis was 

comparing 

the Abbott 

siblings.
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tor was framing him! In the prison, Mere-

dith urged The Mustache to reconcile with 

his family. His response? To kiss the doc! 

He then confided to Meredith that he 

could prove Adam had killed Constance, 

but had kept silent to protect his son. Un-

der pressure, Adam accused Luca of help-

ing Victor set him up. Luca admitted to get-

ting Adam fi red, but denied having forged 

the journal. Unable to ignore the evidence, 

Dylan arrested Adam. Learning about the 

arrest, Victoria blasted her little brother for 

dragging the Newman name through the 

mud! After cooling down, she told him that 

she believed in his innocence, then begged 

Adam and Chelsea not to run away. Instead 

she wanted the family to 

stick together to fi ght Vic-

tor’s antics!

SHARON CONFESSES
Mariah questioned Sha-

ron about her increased 

nervousness, prompting 

her mom to confess that 

Sully was really Christian! 

Although she promised to 

keep Sharon’s secret, 

Mariah urged her mom to 

tell Nick the truth on the 

anniversary of Cassie’s 

death. Feeling frazzled by 

the weight of the secret, 

Mariah kissed Kevin. He 

decided to hang out and 

watch movies with his for-

mer roomie, which meant 

blowing off a date with a 

ticked-off Natalie!

IN OTHER NEWS…
Lily reacted to Hilary’s blackmail of Neil 

by throwing a drink on her sister-in-law! 

Jill donated money on behalf of Katherine 

to the Abbott-Winters’ foundation, but 

didn’t want Hilary involved in the project. 

A catty Hilary revealed that she was al-

ready involved, since Devon had contrib-

uted a huge sum on behalf of her mom, 

Rose, and the hospital wing would be 

named Chancellor-Turner! Stitch was 

devastated when Max had to stay in a 

long-term care facility, but told Abby that 

he wanted a fresh start. Luca convinced 

Summer to become more involved in 

Newman business. Surprisingly, her ef-

forts turned out to be quite successful!
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Two local ladies 
jockey for position!

How far will Phyllis 
really go?

For more Y&R previews, 
turn to Set Your DVR 

on page 13!
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“The bathroom? Upstairs, second door 

on the left. And put the seat down!” 



What you missed on 
all the other shows

GENERAL HOSPITAL 
Sonny cut all ties to Alexis, who secretly kept

evidence linking Julian to Carlos’ murder. Ja-

son remembered everything, but still refused

to return to the Mob. Liz was torn when Jason

insisted Jake stop seeing Franco. Robin and

Emma surprised Anna with a visit. Faced with

debt, Nik sold one of Hayden’s diamonds and

threatened to sue Jason. But when Nik spoke

ill of his wife on the Nurses Ball red carpet,

she prepared to tell Jordan all. Nikolas inter-

ceded, but ended up in a tussle with Curtis!

After Tracy tried to stake a claim on Sabrina’s

baby, Michael and Sonny rescued the miss-

ing mom from Puerto Rico. With Kiki and

Dillon connecting, Ava convinced Morgan to

back off. Carly used an Ava/Paul sex tape to

make sure Sonny could keep Avery. Laura

and Kevin followed clues to the Campus Dis-

co and learned that she and Luke still owned

the abandoned hotspot. After Felix let Finn

into GH’s drug locker, another patient died

unexpectedly. Brad and Lucas were all set to

marry at the Nurses Ball. But when Bobbie

collapsed, Lucas rushed his mother to the

hospital… where he was then attacked by

someone who injected him with something!

Someone will be there to help

when Finn winds up in a bad way.

But could trouble be ahead?

DAYS OF OUR LIVES
Unable to keep her jealousy at bay, Kate 

battled with Nicole over Deimos. Claire 

sensed a thaw in her parents after Belle 

and Shawn made love, but her dad was still 

torn between Lani and his estranged wife. 

Jennifer went through a harrowing night 

as she tried to keep from using painkillers, 

playing through horrific visions of how 

her addiction would affect her children.  

She was then “visited” by Jack, who re-

minded her of the woman she once was. 

Ciara opened up to Marlena during a coun-

seling session, and Hope confided in Rafe 

about her daughter’s concerns. Aiden 

kissed Hope, only to be pushed away as 

she told him she had feelings for Rafe. But 

while Rafe witnessed the kiss, he stormed 

off before seeing the rebuff! Aiden real-

ized that winning Hope back would be an 

uphill battle, so after visiting Chase in 

prison, he focused on freeing his son. But 

before he could do much of anything, 

Chase was attacked and rushed to the 

hospital! JJ and Roman fought over Rory, 

and Eduardo was vocal about his disap-

proval of Gabi dating the young cadet. 

Fynn, meanwhile, drove Kayla to Los An-

geles to track down her son. John and 

Steve finally traced Jade and Joey back to 

Simone’s commune!

Things are bound to get 
incredibly awkward thanks to 

a witnessed kiss!

b&b word scramble answers
(from page 46)

y&r blame game answers
(from page 56)

Massimo, Quinn, Thomas, Phoebe, Deacon.  

Bill’s yacht, the Stella Maris, can often be found of the coast of Monaco. 

Marisa tried to drown Marco (a) and lied to Noah (e). Brittany dumped J.T. 

back in the day in order to scheme her way into Billy’s bed. Lorie was 

suspected of Vanessa’s murder (c), but released when everyone learned 

that the woman had killed herself. Diane was Jack’s paramour (d), which 

she used to propel herself up the business ladder!
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Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                            Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City

State                          Zip

 01-11966-001-E74102

YES. Please enter my order for the Thomas
Kinkade “Refl ections of a Harvest Season” Illuminated 
Art Glass Pumpkin for me as described in this
announcement.
Limit: one per order.            Please Respond Promptly

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION SEND NO MONEY NOW

FIRST-EVER Thomas Kinkade
Art Glass Pumpkin with hand-crafted

sculpture, lights and rotation!

“     ”

©2016 Thomas Kinkade   
©2016 BGE  01-11966-001-DIM1Rwww.bradfordexchange.com/harvest

Shown 
much smaller 
than actual 

size of about 
8" H.  Adapter 

included. 

Horse-drawn wagons 
rotate

Reserve yours today!
The Thomas Kinkade 
“Refl ections of a Harvest 
Season” Illuminated Art 
Glass Pumpkin comes 
with a 365-day money-
back guarantee and is 
issued in a limited edition.  
Act now to reserve yours at 
the $149.99* issue price, payable 
in four installments of $37.50 each, the 
first due before shipment. Send no money now. 
Just return the Reservation Application today!

b  Multimedia masterpiece 
expertly crafted of 
hand-cut art glass

b  Hand-cut polished 
opening reveals 
an intricately 
sculpted, 
hand-painted 
Thomas 
Kinkade 
village

b  With the fl ip 
of a switch, 
the village 
lights up 
inside the 
pumpkin as 
the horses 
pull their 
wagons around 
the base

Individually craftedof amber-tintedspun glass—no two are alike!



Which of the stars’ looks get your vote? Friend us 
on Facebook to let your voice be heard!

!

The 
winner!

100% 0%

It’s Unanimous!
 In a rare moment of style solidarity, every last one of our voters 

thought the black halter jumpsuit worn by Monica Potter (ex-

Sharon, THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS) was the more elegant take 

on this popular trend.
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Thewinner!

63%  37%
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Blue Streak
While THE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL’s Alley Mills (Pam) is a vision 

in satin, more of you preferred her in the strapless gown to the 

cream-colored jumpsuit. Several mentioned not loving the high 

waist on the jumpsuit. 

From the waist 

up, Max Ehrich 

(ex-Fenmore, 

Y&R) has a 

“greaser cool” 

look we can 

appreciate, 

but he lost 

us by pairing 

plaid “l oods” 

with booties.

What Were 

They Thinkin
g?



DecoDresses
ving a glamorous nod to a bygone era, thes

rrent and former CBS ladies stand out in Dec

spired patterns.

(continued)
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Eva Longoria (ex-
Isabella, Y&R)

Laura Wright 
(Carly, 

GENERAL HOS-
PITAL; Cassie, 

GUIDING 
LIGHT)

Karla Mosley 
(Maya, B&B)

Laura Bell Bundy 
(Marah, GL)



Don’t
Miss The

Next 
Issue Of

On Sale...

June 13

June 27

July 11

July 25

August 8

August 22

September 5

September 19

October 3

October 17

October 31

November 14

DADDY’S GIRL
What makes THE YOUNG & THE

RESTLESS’ Victoria tick? We asked
her portrayer, Amelia Heinle,

exactly that question!

FATHER KNOWS BEST
Obba Babatundé (Julius, B&B) may not always 
agree with his prickly alter ego, but he does his 

best to understand him!
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THE REAL THING
Kim Matula (ex-Hope, THE BOLD 
& THE BEAUTIFUL) tells us what 

it’s like to do a fake reality show!



That Goes 

Where 

You Go!

The Medical Alert Mobile unit allows you to send for emergency 

help 24 hours a day, 365 days a year with the push of a button. 

Enjoy regular activities—walking, gardening, shopping, traveling, 

dining out – all with peace-of-mind and security by your side.

1-800-800-5819
www.MedicalAlert.com

INCLUDES:

Hand-Held Two-Way 

Voice Transmitter 

Base Unit

Charging Cradle

Pendant Button


